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ABSTRACT 
A large multi plate cloud chamber, 5 feet x 5 feet x 2 feet, was built 
for the purpose of investigating high energy nuclear interactions. The 
chamber contained eleven ( .ll) steel plates of absorbing material, totaling 
two hundred fifty-four (254) gram::./(centimeter )Z. 
The cross-section for the transfer of small amounts o£ energy b) 
incident primary particles of high energy was obtained by direct Iuensura-
tion on the stereoscopic photographic negatives . The tracl~:s of higu ener-
gy cosmic ray particles were identified by observation of events in which 
at least 50 Bev was observed in a high ener~y nucle<lr interaction. These 
same tracks were searched for nuclear interactions of less than 10 .Bev. 
The analysis of six hundred thirty-six (636) cases yielded a mean 
free path in iron for the primary particles in producing the small interac-
tions of (4. 37 ! 1. 46) x 103 grams/(centimeter)Z. The prim(lr} particle-
nucleus cross-section was 21.1 ± 7.1 millibarns, which corresponded to 
a primary particle-nucleon cross-section of 0. 38 ± 0.13 millibarns . 
The5e events were interpreted as resulting from peripheral collisions of 
the primary particles with the nucleons of the iron nuclei. 
An independent part of the analysis was the effect of the neiger 
counter efficiency. Results indicated an absence of bias in high energy 
cross-aectlon measurements which were based on the assuz •• ption that ti1e 
selection of events for measuring the cross-section was independent of 
the counter efficiency . However , analysis also showed that the establish-
ment of S)mmetric errors in such a cross~ection is probably misleading. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Operation of the 8000 gauss 48- inch magnet in conj .. mction with 
a series of clo-..td chambers at the Californi a ln•titute o£ Technolog) 
d ·.1ring the middle 1950 ' s yielded many K meson and hl'peron events 
res..U.ting from n-J.clear interactions in a "heavi - met" {commercially 
available compressed t •mgsten) target. The llmit of moment·tm anal-
ysis with that device was abo,lt 2 Bev/c. Endeavors by Dr . George 
H . Trilling to i nsert multiplatea in one of the cloud chambers of the 
48- inch magnet in order to investigate high energy nuclear events in 
excess of Z Bev were not completely S•.1ccessful. 
Because of the vac ·..1o•u status of knowledge of interactions in 
the multi - Bev energy region , Drs . Carl D . Anderson and Eugene W . 
Cowan conceived a l arge cosmic ray cloud chamber as being the most 
fruitful means of investiaation within the c urrent state - of- the - art • . 
Cost considerations rendered magnetic field moment·.1m measurements 
impractical. Thus only statistical measurements of momentum from 
&cattering were possible by the imposition at spaced intervals of high 
density absorbing material . Other gross phenomenological data , 
without detailed analysis on individual tracl<:s , were obtainabl e by 
utilizing the theory of photon - electron cascade development and by the 
study of meson cones resulting f r .:> m n.1clear interactions . 
The chamber that came into being was orders of magnitude larger 
than the original Wilson( l) cloud chamber of 7. 5 centimeters in diameter and 
4 - 5 millimeters in height. The new cloud chamber developed at that time 
beca~ne the world'• laraeat. In it photon-electron cucados wore analy&-
able to an upper limit of about 105 Bev, assuming initiation of the shower 
in the firat plate and the maximum occurring between the tenth and eleventh 
plates. The major research with the chaxnber, however, wu not photon• 
electron showers, the theory for which is moderately well Wlderatood, but 
l'atber nuclear intel'actions caused by the impingement of the nucleOD8 on 
·a target of iron; i.e., one of the multiplates in the cloud chamber, or. al-
ternatively, a low atomic number target material placed above the cham· 
ber. 
Aeaembly of the chamber took place during eal'ly 1957 and prelim-
inary preaaure testa were undertaken on March 14, 1957. The chamber 
waa expanded the first time Oil March IS of that year and aubaoquont expan• 
aion a.ncl preaaul'e teats were continued through the fall. Inatallation of the 
electronic• was made by the author ill December 195 7 using the control 
chaaaia designed by Dr. Eugene W. Gowan for the 48-i.nch magnet cloud 
cbambera. During the spring of 1958 additional control circuitry was made 
by Dr. Cowan and the author. 
On July Z8, 1958, installation of the eteel multiplatee began. The 
firat picture with the multiplatee under geiger counter control was made 
August ZO, 1958. 
Actual operation of the chamber began August 30, 1958, and except 
for minor shutdown• for cleaning it was eaaelltially in operation c onti.."lu-
oualy until July ZS, 1961. The author assumed re•ponsibiUty lor the ope-
ration from March 15, 1959, until July 13, 1960. During the three yeare 
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of operation the chamber was recorded aa expanding 103, 524 times. Thus 
even taldn& into account the expanslona that were not photographed, over 
100. 000 pictures were taken. The theaia presented herewith ia bued on 
the data of thoee photograph•. 
U. E XPERIMENTAL A P PARATUS 
The experimental apparatus consisted of (A) the Cloud Chamber 
Assembly, (B) the Electronic Controls, (C) an Optical System, e.nd (D) 
External and Internal Targets. The laboratory inatrwnentation is shown 
tn figure 1, page S. 
A. CLOUD CHAMBER ASSEMBLY 
The cloud chamber, u shown in figure 2, page 6, was constructed 
of brass bars. 1 in. x 4 in. in cross .. sectional area so as to form a frame 
5 ft x 5 ft x 2ft, with the 5-ft x 5-ft area in the vertical plane. This area 
was covered by a 1-1/4-in. tempered glass window through which observa-
tion• of the events internal to the chamber were made. The l-!t x s .. ft 
vertical sides also coatained glass windows, four (4) in all, through which 
illumination of the chamber waa obtained. The back vertical 5-ft x S·ft 
area waa a honeycomb aluminum piston wb.ieh was originally black ano-
dized. Later for improved optical contrast, a velvet-covered holey plate 
waa placed ln front of the piston. A 5-ft square neoprene rubber gaaket 
~tween the piaton and chcunber exterior permitted movement of the piston 
through a total diatance of Z in. Such motion was effected by means of a 
compressing chamber to the rear of the pistOil. The compreasing chamber 
was a S·ft x S•ft hollowed aluminum cuting and contained compressed air 
thus keeping the cloud chamber in a normally co.m.preseed condition at an 
operating pressure between 16.5 and 19. 0 centbneter.s of mercury. The 
neoprene rubber gasket acted as a seal between the cloud chamber and the 
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compre•slna chamber. 
Control of the chamber waa eUectecl by an expansion mechanism on 
the rear of the compressing chamber. This device waa the inaenioua in-
vention of Dr . Eugene W. Cowan. It conalsted of a machined aluminum 
diak 16 ln. in diameter with alternate radial aeament. ported together. 
One-half of these aegmenb were ported directly to the compretsina cham-
ber by mean• ol cut• throuah the disk, the other half of these ••aments 
conalsted of chamber• ol ahallow volume in the aluminum disk and were 
ported to a vacuum llne. An annular rubber dlak aaaket covered all ports. 
In operation the vacuum porta pulled the rubber aaainst the aluminum disk. 
Then compressed air waa permitted to enter the compresalng chamber 
through a valve mechanism . The rubber gasket waa held in place, there-
fore , throuah but a ~ellcate balance of vacuum and preaaure on alternate 
segmente , resulting in a rippled look clrcumferentlally on the annular aa•-
ket. Wlth compressed alr ln the cornpresslna chamber, the piston waa 
held forward. On appropriate electrical lmpulse a solenoid valve was re-
leaaed porting the vacuumed segment. on the disk to the atmosphere, thu• 
destroyina the pre•aure balance on the gasket . Pressure internal to the 
cloud chamber then forced exhaustion of the compreaalng chamber. The 
rubber gasket whlch was held ln place on lts inner radius only waa caused 
to rupture on lta outer radlua allowina the compre•sed alr in the compress-
ina chamber to escape to the atmoapbere. The entire expansion took place 
in about 30 mlllleeconda , yielding the necessary adiabatic condition for 
the operation ol the c:loud chamber • 
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Restoration of t h e gasket to a sealed po!Jition arainst the aluminum 
disk wa:::. accom plished by ~wo (A!) alternate n~eans K At llrst the compressed 
alr was ternporarily turned off a nd a .11econd rapt~ action vacuum system 
was applied , this tin.c: to those porh which formerly wer0 under pressure 
due to the co:rpres:ted air. 'l'hu .'i both syster.ns uf ports temporarily were 
under vacuum a nd the rubber ga~ket was sealed to the alum inum disk. 
The second vacuum system was t hen tul"ne d off and air pressure restored 
to those ports putting the c oupres5lng charr.ber under pressare in excess 
of that of the cloud c hamber And cauaing tlle piston to move forward . 
This system was later a b andoned in favor o£ a second means , a me-
chanical reset . Kt~adially spaced steel springs forced the rubber gasket 
against the aluni lnum did~ after an expansion had been completed . T he 
springs were not of aufllcient stiffness to prevent exhaustion of the com• 
pre :uing cha mber under the pressure differential f'orcing its e xhaustion . 
The amount of forward m otion of the piston in com pression of the 
cloud chanJber was limited and contr olled by four (4) mecha nisms , one (1) 
at each corner ox the piston . Tho four controls were interconnected by a 
chain such that their drive screws all move d simultaneously by the s ame 
a r.nount during adjustment. The driving screws had thirty- t ·-Ro (32) threads 
per inch aad a total ran&e of Z: in . They were u~ed to adjuee the expansion 
i"atio o! the chan.ber . By nJ oving tho chain , the screw position and thus a 
r etaining stop a ttached to the screw wae adjusted so • • to lim it t he forward 
travul of the piston. When tho piston reached its forward po~K>itlon ln any 
particular corner • compressed air to the coi"npre3alng ehamber supplied 
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through a valve mechanism at that corner was shut off. Valves at all four 
corners had to be shut off in order to turn off the compressed air system 
to the compressing chamber. This procedure guaranteed that the piston 
was driven forward without cocking. A small leak was maintai ned in the 
com pressing chamber as a further guarantee of the actuation of this safe-
ty mechanism . 
Since the entire range of the screw was 2 in. compared to the cloud 
chamber depth of 2 £tan expansion ratio of 1. 083 was possible when the 
cloud chamber contained only gas and vapor. This ratio was increased 
by virtue of some of the volume being occupied by the multiplates. 
The chamber contained argon as the inert gas. An ethyl alcohol 
water m ixture in a 3:1 ratio was used as the vapor. Approximately Z35 
cubic centimeters of liquid were required for saturation . 
Early in the chamber operation endeavors were made to circulate 
the alcohol in the chamber oy means of a pump. Liquid was squirted on 
the piston at two points t hrough oscillating nozzles. Thus the alcohol 
wetted the piston completely enhancing the photographic background . It 
was felt that this system m ight prove satisfactory since the alcohol was 
spra}·ed at the top of the piston • minimizing the vapor density gradient 
from top to bottom of the chamber. Excessive condensation on the front 
glass, as shown in flgure 7c, page ZZ, caused the circulating method to 
be abandoned 1 in spite of the attempts to cool the piston in an effort to 
prevent such condensation on the front alass. 
Fan motors were installed in the upper portion of the chamber when 
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the circulation system was abandoned. Only the conventional small puddle 
of alcohol was maintained on tbe chamber fioor. The fans were pulaed a.f· 
tor each expansion for a period of Z5 seconds to gain an equillb.-ium in the 
vapor saturation throughout the chamber. The former condenaation prob· 
lem wu cil'cwnvented aince the alcohol in excess of that necessary for 
ch&Jnber saturation waa eliminated. 
Thermal problems were not completely absent. however. A temper• 
ature control Wlit wu built which was activated by a mercury thermal 
switch on the cham~rK This switch could turn on an air eonditionJ.n.g unit 
or several commercial heaters placed in the room. 
No endeavor was made to thermally dl'ive any portion of the chamber. 
Instead lt wu permitted to seek its own equlllbrium condition within the 
rocnn. To further stabilize the room temperature an overrid.tng thenno ... 
static control waa made by bigh•low thermostats placed outside the build-
ing to compensate for extremes in diul'nal variation. Additionally during 
the aummer months of operation a second air•conditloning unit was run 
continually in the room. The temperatuz'e a.t which the thermoewttch 
mounted on the chatnber was actuated likewiee was adjusted during the 
sununer months. 
To monitor thermal gradients in the chamber'. thennocouplea fed 
their output through a aam.pling switch to a galvanometer. Thus the tem-
perature differences from front to rear. top to bottom. or left to right 
could be read each time the chamber was expanded for visual inapection. 
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B. E L!"CCTR ONIC CO NT ROLS 
The electronic control ayatem was houaed primarUy in a aeriea of 
cb.usia in a vertical control panel ahown in figure 3, paae 12. The Ther-
mocouple MonUor aDd Galvanometer were mounted at the top of the panel. 
Mounted below ln order were the Swoop Field Chaasia, the Auxiliary Con-
trol Chaaaia, the Main Control Chasais, the Geiser Coincidence Circuit, 
the Geiger Power Supply, the High Voltage Power Supply, and the main 
Power Supply. 
The main power supply at the bottom of the rack auppUed 300 volta 
regulated de to the variou. chaeals aa shown in the block dta,aram., figure 4, 
paae 13. It ia to be noted that the power to actuate the thermal control aye-
tom mentioned above waa obtained directly from the 11 o. and ZZO-volt a-c 
maw. 
The second chuaia from tho bottom wu also an independent power 
supply, high voltage uaad in fi&ehiJ18 the U.ghta to take the pictures. Tho 
supply was used to charge a bank of forty 100-microfarad condenser• 
which were maintained at a potential of 2000 volta de. 
The aocond chassis from the top of the control panel wu an indepen-
dont 600-volt power supply used as a awoep fi eld during the developmental 
stages of the project before the multiplatee were inetalled. Later by con-
necting alternate multi.platoe to ground it was possible to reduce the sweep 
field voltage to 225 volta applied to the opposite alternate set of plates. 
Thle latter voltage was supplied through the main control chassis. 
The thil'd chaeeis from the bottom waa also an independent power 
1 Thermocouple Monitor 
2 Sweep Field Chassis 
3 Auxiliary Control Chassis 
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4 Main Control Chassis 
5 Geiger Coincidence Circuit 
6 Geiger Power Supply 
Figure 3. Electronic Control Panel 
7 High Voltage Power Supply 
8 Power Supply 
9 Manometer 
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supply for the geiger counters. It was a 1300-volt regulated d·c supply 
and kept the three (3) banks of eight (8) goiger counters each at a high po-
tential. Adjustment of individual geiger couater voltages was made by 
separate rheostats for each geiger counter. One (1) bank of geigers wu 
placed directly above the chamber and two (Z) directly below. Triggering 
of the cloud chamber was cau•ed by a coincidence arrangement between 
the banke of geiger counters after the method originally introduced by 
(Z) 
Blackett and Occhialini • After the installation of the carbon target on 
top of the chamber the geiger countore were placed above the carbon. 
Still later the upper tray was removed entirely so a.e to eliminate the bias 
against neutral prlnlary events. At the aame time lead.. in addition to that 
already between the co~tere in the lower trays to prevent knock-on elec-
tron triggering, was supplemented by a lead brick stack behind the cha.m-
ber. Some lead was also put in front of the chamber, but the stack of ne-
cessity was low in order to prevent visual obscuration from the vantage 
point of the camera. The purpose, of course, for the additional lead was 
to somewhat collimate to the vertical the angle of acceptanc~ for tri"ger· 
ing. 
The geiger counters used were Radiation Counter Laboratory supplied 
cosmic ray counter&, 2 tn. in diameter and 42 in. long. Pulses from the 
counters actuated a 3- channel coincidence circuit which was the fifth (Sth) 
chaeeia from the top of the rack. It was provided with adjustable biu 
which guaranteed that a given number of counters in a given bank had to be 
fired before actuation of a pulse to be used in coincidence with other 
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channels. ~~triggering investigation was undertaken. the reaul~s of which 
may be found in Appendix A. 
The control ayatem for the operation of the entire apparatua wu 
maintained by means of the third and fourth chassis in the rack of elec-
tronica. The fourth chaaei• was modified from that uaed in a previous 
experiment. The fifth chaaaie waa built for auxiliary control in thia ex-
periment. Tho pulse aequence generated by the two (Z) control chasala is 
ahown in ff.sure S, paae 16. 
When the geiger coincidence aequence was fulfilled a pulse wu aent 
to the expand solenoid portina the vac:uum eeaments on the expansion tne-
cbaniam to the atmoaphere aa previoualy explaiaed. Simultaneou.sly the 
aweep field was turned off. After a delay of 150 miUiaeconda, which al-
lowed sufficient time for droplet growth in the cloud chamber, the fiaah 
tube lights were pulsed. The abutter solenoid which controlled the data 
box frame lights waa tul'ned on for a period of ZO aeconda. The alcohol 
pump motor uaed in the eady staa•• of the project, as deecribed above, 
waa also 011 dU1'ing thia period. 
When the pulse to the abutter aolenold ceased, a camera wind pulae 
was initiated. and. znalmainod by a mechanical caxnera control on each 
camel'a separately for the time neceeeary to wind one (1) frame of fUm on 
the take-up apool. The same pulse also actuated the second vacuum aya-
tem mentioned above by turning on tho reset vacuwn motor, thua exhaust-
ing the compreaalng chamber. The cycle cam motor wu also initiated by 
this pulse. and wu maintained on for throe (3) minutes due to its own 
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.------3 MINUTES------. 
Expand Solenoid 
Sweep Field 
Flash Tube Light Tickler Coils 
Shutter Solenoid (Frame Lights) 
Alcohol Pump Motor 
Camera Wind Motors 
Reset Vacuum Motor 
Compress Solenoid 
Cycle Cam Motor 
Fan Motors 
Slow Expand Solenoid 
___JI rl~-------------------
F l >!urc 5 . P ulse S e f_lucu(;e 
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internal microswitch system. 
The cycle cam motor controlled the fan motor which asitatcd the gas 
in the chamber and the slow expand solenoid by meana of supplemental 
cams controlling m.icroswitchos. As pointed out above the fan motor• 
were pulsed after each expan.eion for approximately ZS seconds during the 
compression cycle. The compression actually wu initiated at the close of 
the reset vacuum motor pulse even after the vacuum motor was abandoned 
The slow expand solenoid likewise proved to be only a precautionary 
measure. It wu not necessary to use it during the chamber operation. 
Tho 3-minute wait period, or hold time, proved sufficient for the chamber 
to come to equUibrium. 
Additional circuitry not contained in the rack was a power aupply and 
hodoscope originally designed for use in conjunction with geiger counters 
mounted on the ceUing of the room. for the purpose of investigating t he 
radial extent of showers. This equipment Ulumin.ated a neon bulb, one for 
each counler. each time that counter was fired. U at the same time the 
chamber waa fired the lights were held on, thu. affording a photographic 
rocol'd of the circ:wnstance at the time of firing. ln the later operation of 
the expert.ment. the hodoscope waa connected to the geiger counters below 
the chamber, rather than to the geiger counter• attached to tho ceUing. 
The purpose of this arrangement was to investigate poaaible triggering 
bias as a function of the point of initiation of nuclear showers in the cham• 
ber. Thi• analysis is presented in a later section of this tbesls. 
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C. OPTICAL SYST.EM 
Wu.mination of the cloud chamber was accomplished by two (Z) alter• 
nate moana, a flash system and a visual system. 
The flash system consisted of two (Z) flub tubes 64-in. long mounted 
on opposite ends of the chamber and backed by metallic parabolic renee· 
tors. The high voltage power supply was connected to a bank of forty 100-
microfazad condensers. Ten (10) condensers were maintained at +ZOOO 
volts and ten (10) at ·2000 volts and were connected permanently acrose a 
t1aah tube. A sim.Uar system wae employed independently for a second flash 
tube. Arcins of the tubes, tbus discharge of the condenser banks, was ac-
complished by means of an induction, or tickler, eoU which in turn re-
ceived ita pulse from \.be control chassis. 
The visual system consisted of eight (8) movie projection bulbs, foul' 
(4) on each side of the chamber. Tbia aecond ayetem was necessitated by 
the inabUity to look at the hiJh intensity flash of the first system. Visual 
inapection was mandatory for the purpose of setting the expansion ratio of 
the chamber. 
Selection between the alternate Ughting systems was made via the 
auxiliary control panel. A drive motor rotated each aet of U.ghts through 
180 degreee into the focal point of the paraboloid on appropriate switching. 
The fiaah tubes, of course, were normally loft at those focal points during 
automatic cbambeJ' operation and photographing. 
Photograph• were taken in stereoscopic view by mean.e of two (2) 
specially buUt camoru Which were located at a distance of 660.4 
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centbneters from the center of the chamber. The stereoscopic cameras 
shown ln figure 6, page ao, were separated by a distance of 93. 98 centi-
meters. The cameras were equipped with two (2) Eastman Kodak Ektan-
on lG-ln. lenses. The normal settlna for the lenses was f/16. The film 
used was Eastman 70-mlllimeter Linagraph Panchromatic fUm. Approx-
imately five hundred (500) pictures were taken per 100-ft roll. 
D. TARGETS 
Two types of targets were used during the period of the experiment, 
internal and external. 
The internal target consisted of eleven (11) steel plates on the ave-
rage 2. 92 centimeters in thickness. For structural reasons steel was 
chosen as a target and absorbina material. Ideally a higher density ma-
terial would have been desirable aa an absorber but machining of a sub-
stance such as tungsten • or support of a substance such a a lead elimi-
nated these more commonly used absorbers. The reflectivity problem 
also influenced the decision in favor of the steel. Since the mean dis-
tance between the plates was about 4 in. • the plates were tilted at appro-
priate angles so as to present an edgewise view to the conical field of 
the camera lenses. 
The desire for a target material of low atomic number led to the 
consideration of an additional external llthium hydride target. An exter-
nal water target was tried wUh only marginal success. A compro:mi•e 
external target of carbon was decided upon and wa• in place during 

• 21 .. 
the majority of Nnning time for the inetnunentation. The Joometrlc ar• 
rangement of tho carbon in relation to tho geiger tubee and eteel platee 
may be eeen in figure Z, pase 6. The water target when used waa placed 
on top of the bu.Udlng approximately 7ft above the chamber. 
Figure ?a 
First Numbered Picture 
Figure ?c 
Excessive Condensation 
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Figure ?b 
First Multiplate Picture 
Figure ?d 
Effective Beginning of Operation 
with Multiplates Installed 
Figure 7. Milestones in Chamber Operation 
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III. THEORY O F HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS 
The two types of showere observed in the chamber were: (A) P hoton-
electron Cascades , and (B) J.'luclear Cascades . 
A . PHOTON- ELECTRON CASCADES 
Longitudinal development of photon-electron cascades was carried 
out by Carlson and Oppenheirner< 3 >who set forth a series of diffusion equa-
tiona for the procesa which yielded the number of photons and electrons at 
a given depth for a glvt..n incident energy- A second method due to Bhabha 
and eeltle~4Fby analysing succe:aslve collisions yielded data at the early 
stages o£ development of a shower. A summary of the work of these men 
and others on the longitudinal development of showers was given by R oasl 
and G rleaen<5 >. 
T he results of the casc~de theory may be summarized as follows, 
(1) .:ample castcade theory as set forth by Heitler<6 >asaumed that the energy 
losses by bremsstrahlung were equal to that by pair production, and 
cODaidered only these energy loss processes. Thb yielded a formula, 
tmax • ln 
where • 
tmax • depth to the maximum of the shower given in radiation 
lengths 
E 0 • initial energy of the shower 
6 •critical energy for the absorber. 
c 
T he radiation length ia defined as that length in which an electron loses 
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- 1 1 - e o£ ite energy by radiat&on. The critical energy is that energy 
at which an electron lo:.les as much energy per length by radlatlon aa by 
ionization. 
(2)General cascade theory based on the diffusion equations has been liolved 
for two approximation,s . Approximation A , as worked out by L andau 
and n umeJ7 >assun:ed correct energy losses for bre msstrahlung and 
pair production , but neglected , as did simpl e cascade theory , the los-
ses due to ionization and the Compton effect. This yielded a formula , 
where in addition to the symbols ld$ntified above , 
E • energy of th0 electrons such that € c (( E (( E 0 
n •1. 0 for an electron initiated shower and 0. 5 for a 
photon Initiated shower 
A tth ough this solution is complete its utility is limited due to the un-
known parameter E contained therein. 
(l)The general cascade theory Approximation B aasumed the correct e •l -
ergy losses for brem!latrahlung , palr production and l<miaatlon but ne-
glected the losses due to the Compton effect. It yielded a formula , 
(4)Correspondtngly for the simple cascade theory the number of electrons 
at the maximum was given by , 
N • 
m ax 3€ 
c 
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where in addition to the parameters defined on the preceding page. 
Nmax • number of elec:t:ron.!S at the maximum o! the $bOWel" . 
(5) A dmllar expression under general cascade theory with Approxtmatlon 
A was not useful because lt involved the number of electrons gt>eater 
than the energy E defined on the p:rec:edlna paae . 
(6) Under AppP oximatlon B of the general cascade theory the expression 
for the nurnbel" o£ particles at the maximum became 
N 
max 
The graphical solution ls eet forth in many well known references 
on cosmic: rays lnc:ludina R oasi(S) • Janossy(9 ) • and others . It b to be 
noted that a m ot"e sensitive Cl"iterion ln the measurement of the energy ol 
the primary ts that of the number of partlc:lee at the maximum • Nmax * 
rather than the depth to the maximum , ~ax . Theae formulae were used 
tn a photometric determination of the enet>gies of pi- zero mesons resulting 
from nuclear lnteractiona. Since the pi-zeros decayed wlth a half life of 
-15 
""" 10 seconds into two gamma rays * the subsequent development of two 
pboton•electron caacades occurred . Details of tbie analysis are to be 
fot.and in a later aectt.on of this thesla . 
B . NUCLEAR CASCADES 
Theoretical work ou tha production of mesone in nucleon- nucleon 
colllalona haa been developed by HeiaenberJlO)• Lewla. et.a#.U) • and 
F erml(lZ ,13) . :rvtoclela lor high eneray nuc:t.ar interactions have eaaen-
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Hally been b a s ed on t herm odyn a u; ice. 
(1) T he first endeavor ln a meaon production theory was undertaken by 
Heis e nberg. T he analyst. yielded the f ollowing form ula , 
N • 
Jl.ln 
where, 
N a number of m esons produced 
W* • total energy of the lncidcmt nucleon in the 
center of m ass syste ru 
p. • rest m as s energy of the produced m esons . 
(Z) In the theory set forth b y L ewis, Oppenheimer , and vJ outhuyseJ11) a 
breaking radiation m odel waa used which yielded the following for m ula , 
where ln addition to the symbols identified above, 
~~· 1 • total energy of the primary nucleon in the 
laboratory system 
M 1 • rest rnasa energy of the prlmary nucleon . 
(3)T he F ermi analyeis was alao a thermodynamic model which yielded 
N oc (W1)1/4 
T his proportionality is believed to hold whether N represents the 
m esons only , or b oth the nucleons and m esons produced . .BelenkH 
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a:1.d ian~acK<14>zKKKKav~ done indepo'<de nt WO:!"!t obtaining the ~ome propor-
tionality . The coei£ici.er.ts of proportior~arty were cnlculated by Cel-
enkii and J .. a ndau. :/.iora :-ecently E'azen, :~eineman I and L enn ox<15) 
calculated additional proportionallty constants Ehl a ! unction of various 
irnpact parameters . A graph o! the F erm i formula ae!'luming a pro-
portlonality conatant of one (1) which is not a great val"iance with the 
results of any of the a bove i s shown in f'lgure 8 , page ZS . 
(4) An alternate approach for obtaining the total ctnergy of the primary i s 
set forth in .t\ppendb C , by use of the angle transforma tion formula 
developed therein with certain restricted assumptions . The angle 
n.ndormation for the paths take n by particles aa !leen frorr, a lab o-
ratory a nd center o! mass system is given by • 
tan e • sin 8* 
r (c 021 Q<: +.h.) 
c t3 * 
w here , 
8 • angle m easured in the laboratory system from a 
line along which the relative velocity of the lab-
oratory a nd center of maee systems takes place , 
Q• • angle nleasured in the center o£ m a ss aystenl £rom 
a line along wh ich the relative velocity of the lab -
oratory and center of rn ass systems takes p lace • 
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MEDIAN ANGLE FORMULA 
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MESON PRODUCTION FORMULA (FERMI) 
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Figure 8. M edian Angle Form ula a n d M eson Production Formula 
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v 
c 
• velocity of the center ot n -zass , as vtewed . -
from the laboratory system , dlvlded by the 
velocity of light , 
• velocity of a particle in the center of. mae s 
system , divided by the veloclty of Ught . 
If an incoming particle, say a nucleon, is considered in the la t oratory 
system as travellng with large velocity , the total energy la large compared 
to its rest mass energy . T he angle transformation formula may then be 
approximated by , 
l wM~l/w 
tan U •~} tan 
z 
The incoming nucleon upon hitting a taraet may prQduce many me• 
sons . If the mesons were emitted laotropically ln the center of mass sys-
tern a •lnale cone would be observed in the forward dlreetlon . Actually 
two cones , a narrow a nd a dUfu•e cone , are ob11erved. Thl• ca n be inter-
preted as a rising from a symmetric double cone of meson embslon ln the 
center of m a ss system . Juch a situation ia illustra t ed ln figure 9 , page 
30 . 
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incident nucleon incident nucleon 
Center of Masa Sylitem Laboratory System 
Figure 9 . Me5on Cones 
• ~~ • angle of the forward cone in the center of m ass system • 
• ~z • angle of the backward cone in the center of mass system . 
~l • angle of the narrow cone in the laboratory syotem (corres-
ponding to the forward cone of the center of mass system) . 
~w • angle of the diffu&e • wide cone in the laboratory system 
(corresponding to the backward cone of the center of mass 
system) . 
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_\pplying the angle trans!or .Y.ation formula approxinjation for lncl-
dent nucleon::. of high energ>' • 
e;11~1/w e * tan e1 • tan _J,_ z 
tz~:~l/w ... G . tan Gz • t&.."l ...:.L 
z 
_ eM~l/O tan (n; ei) 
\, 1 
• tZMr z * cot ~
w l z 
• (z.,l5/z 1 
w a* tan ...:L.. 
l 
Multiplying the expresaion, -tor tan 81 an1 tan Gz 
2l\Il 
w 1 • --------
tan a1 tau 
thus by measuring the angles of both the narrow and wide cones in the 
laboratory system the eneray of the incoming nucleon can bo computed. 
A modified means • following the same line of re~rgonlng as above . 
for determining the energy of the incident nucleon can be obtained by ••-
auming the isotropic distribution o£ the meaons in the center of mass aya• 
tem . The median angle formula ls thua obtained and given as follows • 
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where the symLols nre as identified on the preceding page except that , 
Q = the half angle of the cone i n the laborator} systen1 
which contain5 one hal£ the particles produced. 
Tllis formula was used extensivelD~ in making primary enertn estimates 
of nuclear showers and iD shown graphically in figur e 8 , page Zd. 
(5) Yet another approach for attaining the total energy of the primary is 
set forth in Appendix F . T he method ia based on taking logarithms of 
the angle transformation formula , and y ielded the following result 
n 
ln 1 = 
c 
1 ~ 
i = l 
+ 
j-;::===:n == n 
where i n addition to the symbol s identified above, 
11 = the nurnber of particles emanating from a 
nuclea.!' intl!ractlon , 
Q. = the angl e of the i-th particle measured with 
l 
respect to the line of !light of the primary 
particle , 
u = the standard deviation. 
This equation is ba.:led on the assumption of the symmetric distribution 
o£ an&l es with respect to the equatorial plane , and that neit her the 
angles, nor the ~nergies of emission of the particles are correlated. 
The for1nula was used in nlaking e stimate s of t he energies of the srnall 
interactions . 
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IV • '5IGNIFICANT PARAMETER:; FOR THE CLOUD CHAMBER 
Signltlcant parameters ln the chamber operation necessary for data 
reductten were (A) Radiation L ength, (B) Crltlcal Energy, (C) 50 Bev 
Photon-electron Cascade. (D) Cr oss Section, and (E) Mean F ree P ath. 
A . RADlA T ION LENGT H 
A unlt radiation length, X
0 
• ls defined by the formula 
where 
1 
• 
xo 
N 4 a.- Z( Z + 1) 
A 
ln ( 183 Z -l/3 ) 
a. • the fine structure constant 
ez 
• - in e.g.s. e.s.u • 
.fie 
.. in rationa1laed m . k. • . a • 
1 
• 
137.0377 
e c:: the charge on the electron 
il • r lanck' e conatant divided by Z 1T 
c • the velocity of light 
6 0 • the permlttivlty ol free space 
N • Avogadro' s number 
A • the aton1ic welaht of the absorber 
Z • the atomic number of the absorber 
r 8 • the claasical radius of the electron 
• ln c.g.a. e.s.u • 
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2 
• e in ratlonallzed m.k.a.a • 
• 1f € mcz 
0 
-15 
• Z. 81784 x 10 meter a 
m • the red mass of the electron. 
A s pointed out previously a radiation lenath Lt defined as that length where 
the electron drop• to ...!.. of t.te orlalnal ener(lY. 
e 
Such a deflnltlou la convenient since for electrons which bremsatrah-
lung . the energy loss . per gram per square centimeter of abaorber cllvld• 
ed by the enerav of the radiatlng elecbon la given by 
'" f Z ( Z + I) r: [ In ( 183 Z • 1/ 3 ) + * ] . 
Slm llarly the probability that a photon will produce an electron pair per 
gram per square centimeter may be written aa 
4<> f z ( z + 1) r: [ T 1n ( 181 z-113 ). 5! ]. 
F or the s teel plate• of the chamber • 
X • 14.1 gram a/( centimeter )2 /radiation length 
0 
Since the denalty of the steel . p • ls pven by 
p • 7 . 91 erams/(centlmeter )3 • 
and the thlck.neaa/plate • d • was 
d • Z. 92 centlmeiera/plate • 
the number of grams/(centlmeter )2/plate . p d • 
od • 23 . 1 grama/(centlmeter )2/plate. 
Thus the abaorblng thlcknesa for each plate . t • may be given 
in radiation on len&tha aa 
... 35-
t -
1:11 1. 64 radiation lengths/plate . 
Slnce the nwnber of plates in the chamber , n , was 
the total number of radiation lengths , ttotal , in the chamber was 
~otal • nt 
• 18 . 0 radiation lengths/chamber 
The total number grams/(centlmeter )2 /chamber , p dtotul • waa 
P dtotal • n p d 
• Z s• gram a/ (centimeter )Z /chamber . 
B . CRITICAL ENERGY 
Aa previously pointed out the crltlcal eneray la dellned as that en• 
ergy at which an e lectron loses as much enerav per lenJth by radiation aa 
by ionization. The crltlcal enersy , c c , b given approximately by 
« c = 
where 
750 
z 
M ev 
Z • the atomic number of the abaorber . 
The value is given more accurately by Ross18 >tor iron aa 
Ci a Z4 . 3 Mev. 
c 
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C . 50 BEV PHOT O N- ELECTRON CASCADE 
On t he basis of simple cas cade t heory u"llalng the parameter of the 
previous section, the depth, lroax , for a SO Bev photon-electron cascade 
m ay be calculated. 
~Cu "' 
"" 7. 6Z radiation lengths 
lmax 
- t 
• 4. 64 plates 
On the basis of the graph given in R osst8 )for Approximation B of the aen• 
eral cascade theory there le agreement with this numerical value. 
T he number of particles, Nmax• at the maxim um of a 50 Bev photon• 
electron cascade on the basis of sim ple ca:acade theory , yields a result 
w h ich is too hlah, becaus e of t he approx im ate nature of that theory . T he 
graphical s olution of A pproxim ation B of the general caacade theory is 
alven i n R o5st8) 
Nmax ... loa10 2. 3 to loa10 2. 4 
• ZOO to 250 particles • 
This result is ln agreement with the numerical •olution to Approximation B 
given by 
:c:: Z3Z particles. 
T heae reaults were utlll.zed as lower lim it selectlon crlterla for pi-zero 
decays lnltlatlng photon-electron cascades in n uclear interactions . 
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D . GEOMETRIC CROS3 SECTION 
T he geometric cross aectlon , o g • ls given by 
a 
I 
2 . 2./3 
.. n r E1 
0 
where , 
r = the radius of the nucleus 
n 
r • the radius of a nucleon 
0 
A • the atomlc: weight . 
Therefore , for the iron nuclei of the cha mber 
a 
8 
c 1( ( 1. 41 X to-13 )2 ( 55 • 8 )l./3 
= 910 x lo-27 ( centimeter )2 
= 910 m Ull barns . 
F or a nucleon the geometric c r oas section , o • ls given by 
z 
CJc nr0 
= 62. . 5 m llllbarn5 . 
E . CEOlVISTR IC MEAN FREE PATH 
The geometric mean free path is given by R osal(S)as 
A 
L • ---g N a g 
w here i n addition to the syrobola i d entified a b ove 
L = t h e geom etJ::ic mean free path 
i 
55 . 8 
6 . oz ][ toO~ 910 X 10- z 7 
= lOZ grams/(centlmeters)Z • 
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In terms of radiation lengths the geometric mean {~ee path is given by 
where 
t • g 
Lg 
tg • the geon•etric n .ean free path in radiation 
lengths. 
tg lOZ = 
14.1 
... 7 . Z3 radiation lengths • 
~ 7 . Z3 .. 
t 1.64 
:::: 4 . 4Z plates . 
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V . PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER 
A ph otoelectric scanner was developed as a particle counter for 
photon-electron cascades. 
A . INSTRUMENTATION FOH PHOTOMETRIC TECHNIQUE 
Since the n umber of particles at t.he maximum of a photon-electron 
cascade is a more sel'lsltlve criterion than the depth to the maximum, an 
endeavor was made to develop a means of particle counting photometri-
cally. It ls to be noted that the more than ZOO particles at the maximum 
of a 50 Bev cascade rendered direct counting impractlcal. The instrumen-
tation first considered was a <Jtandard rnicro-photon1eter. Individual 
traces m ade with such a device proved the feasibility of the technique but 
also m ade manifest the lmpracticabilit-y of endeavoring to use a device in 
which the point of scanning was not visible to the operator. Since the eas • 
cade track.s emanated radi.ally from a point , the longitudinal scanning of 
the commercial micro-photometer tmnecesearily aornpllcated the geometry. 
The stereoscopic projectors used in conjunction with the eighteen (18) 
inch and forty-eight (48) inch magnets and their &saoc:lated cloud chambers 
were tested for uniformity in Ulumination of the projected image. The 
condensing lens system was found to yield more uniformity in the projector 
which had been used w lth the cloud chamber photographs o£ the eiahteen (18) 
inch nlagnet . Therefore it was decided to employ thi• projection system. 
The projected im age was d laplayed em a horizontal glass top table 
covered with drafting paper. The image was projected f'rom below by 
m eans of a lens and m irror system. Adjustment of the magnllicatlon was 
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variable • and was chos e n aucb that the projected im age of the distance 
between two s teel plates of the chamber waa t!.ree quarter s (3/4-) of a n 
inch. Thls represented a reduction of five and a third (5- 1/3) from the 
true physical eltuatlon. The use of thls m a gnification was dictated by 
the diameter of the housing of the photocell . 
The photocell uaed was a Dumont 6Z9Z photomultiplier. It wao 
m ounted vertically with photosurface down onto the projecied image on the 
table . The device ia pictured in figure 10 , page 41 . A synchronous drlve 
m otor and b ack lash gear mechanism rotated tho photocell slowly at a un-
iform angul~r vel oclty . 
The base of the photocell was cove1·ed by a brass cap with a n adjust• 
a ble width radial slit . -:icanning apertures a s shown in figure 10 were ln-
;; ertable below the elit and above the tab le top . The i nner ecanning aper-
ture had radii of 0 . 125 and 0 . 375 inches . The m iddle a canning aperture 
ha d r adH of 0 . 3 75 and 0 . 625 inches . The outer scanning aperture had 
radii of 0 . 6ZS and 0 . 875 inch e.s . Only one aperture was used at a tim e and 
it waa inserted in a m illed aroove beneath the phototube so that th center 
was at the center of rota tion . Thus the radial scanning sUt on the photo-
tube scanned circumferentl.ally over the annular openi ng. 
The responae of the phototube to the opacity of the projected image 
wae amplified by a one s tage direct coupled a m pU.fler within the phototube 
bousing. This signal waa differenced againat a reference vol tage obtained 
from a elmilar e lectron tube houeed in a aeJ)arate difference ampl ifier 
chassis ahown in figure 10 . The output o£ this standard difference a m pli• 
iler wae used to drive either a varian or a Br own recorder . 
1 Phototube Housing 
2 Drive Motor 
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3 Difference Amplifier 
4 Scanning Apertures 
Figure 10. Photoelectric Scanner 
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B. PHOTOMETRIC UESULTS 
Typical cascades considered for analy:tla are shown ln flgure 11, 
page 43. Figure lla shows a a mall photon-electron cascade. Figure llb 
shows two diatlnct cascades resulting from the decay ot a pi-aero meson. 
Aa a result of a very energetic collision many pl•Bero meson decays are 
11hown in figure llc. Tho advent of auch cascade p?ocesaea high ln the 
atmosphere are shown ln the extensive air shower of flgure lld. 
The endeavor of the photometric analyais was to count the number of 
particles at the maximum of a photon-electron shower. Typical of the 
traces obtained are those shown ln t'laure lZ, page 44. The traces were 
taken with the three acannlna apertures described in the preceding section. 
It will be noted that resolution of individual tracks was not possible on the 
inner aperture wherein three major peaka are diacernlble. On the outer 
aperture of figure lZ, however , all seventeen (17) tracks· are countable, 
even though aome do not fully satis!y the Rayleigh crlterlon for resolution. 
It should be noted by extendlna a horisontal line between the mlnlma of the 
curves that for an individual scan the variation in white level la not more 
than about 3 ·J., of the total variation £rom dark level to white level. 
The dliference from dark level to white level of the center scan l& 
noted to be about OM ~;" greater tilan either the inner or outer !JC&n. These 
foregoing variations were primarily attributable to the non•llnlformity o£ 
the llght in the projector. A fraction of thla variation not ln exc:esa of R~ 
was determined e:~eperlmentally to be attributable to non-uniform illumina• 
tion ln tho cloud chamber. By use of a diffuslna screen in the optlcal 
condensing system of the projector the overall variation !rom dark level 
Figure lla 
Photon-Electron Cascade 
Figure llc 
Superimposed Cas cades 
Resulting from Many 
Pi-Zero Meson Decays 
Figure 11. 
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r 
Figure llb 
Two Distinct Cascades Resulting 
from Pi-Zero Meson Decay 
Figure lld 
Photon-Electron Cascades 
in Air Shower 
Typical Cascades 
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Figure lZa Inner Scanner Aperture 
Figure 12b Center Scanner Aper ure 
Figure l2c Outer Scanner Aperture 
Figure 12. Photometric Traces 
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to white level for different scanning apertures was reduced to about 1M~ K 
In the photon-electron cascade photometric traces , .f•Ju .. -e 12 , page 
44 • superposition of the tracks even on the inner scanning aperture waa 
not of sufficient intensity to saturate the photographic emulsion. T his was 
determined by the use of a planimeter and ala o independently by counting 
of squares underneath the curves o! the recorder traces . The m ajor pre-
caution in b oth these techniques was to determine the cut off point or white 
level. As pointod out a b ove the white lsvel was not of equal intensity on 
both sides of the photon-electron cascade peaks . Judge ment , therefore , 
ha cl to be exeo.Mcised in determining the cut off points • by a visual comparl-
~ on with the projected image . In particular the outer scanning aperture 
trace was counted as having 340 t>quarea beneath the curv·e . The center 
scanning aperture trace was counted aa having 420 pE ~ uares beneath the 
curve . rhe numbere were in the ratio of their respective dark level to 
white level differences • 
.fo circumvent the problenl of the difference in dark level to white 
level between $C&nnlng aper . ures a roinlmum ionizing comparison track 
wae utllimed for each scanning aperture independently. Additional caution 
had to be exercised to guarantee that all tracks were of the sam e ionization . 
This prefientod no problem in the ca ae oi photon- electron cascades b• twas 
a major concern in nuclear ca scades with photon- electron components re-
sulting from pi- zero decay . The problem of the intrusion of the tracks 
of heavily ionising nucleons and pions was never completely solved. Clear-
ly it was necessary to exclude the!>e tracks • h owever , the superposition 
of the track» !"eaulted in trace.; w h ich did uot return te; white level com -
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pletely . Thus onl~ crude cstin.ates could be made of the contaminating 
contribution of the heavy tracks . 
The photon-electron cascade o! figure lla , page 43 , containing 
seven (7) tracks at the maximum was used extensively in calibration work. 
With it the es.aentlal linearity of the photometric technique was established. 
· :Figure llb , page 43 , contained two distinct photon- electron cascades 
resulting from a pi-zero decay . The cascades were separated by an 
angle of 11°. Since these cascades were of about the same energy , appli-
cation of the formula for equal energy gamma rays contained in Appendix 
D yielded an energy of 1. 40 Bev. Both photometric and visual counts at 
the maxima of the two cascades yielded 40 particles which corresponded to 
an energy of 1. 46 Bev. Since the two maxima occurred at the same depth 
the principle of superposition could be invoked to use the formulae of 
simple theory as !let forth in Section Ill . The n:oodulation of this linear 
proportionality between the number of particles at the maximun. , Nmax • 
and the energy of the shower , E 0 , by the factor ( ln Ec/ Ec)-1/Z given by 
general cascade theory was i gnored. 
When man} pi- zero mesons decayed as shown in fl t,ure llc , page 43 , 
difficulty in analysis arose due to what miaht be termed a aeometrlc shape 
factor . Obviously the gamma rays were not a U of equal energy. Thus 
the diatance to the maximum of the photon- electron caecade for each gamma 
ray was different . Even barring the modulation fac t or given above , un-
certainty was introduced by the technique because of the eneray distribution 
of the aamma rays . 1£ one were to aesume all gamma rays were of equal 
energy , linear superposition could be invoked • but for the aeneral ca&e • 
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particularly where small numbers of cascades are superimposed • this 
assumption would not be valid. Photon-electron cascades resulting from 
many pi-zero decays such as shown in figure llc • were all shorter and 
fatter than predicted by cascade theory for initiation by a eingle photon or 
electron. Some such cascades were relatively fatter near the top, smne 
near the bottom • thus giving evidence for the statistical variation in pi-
zero meson energies. The problem of this geometric shape !actor was 
not solved and represents a major limitation on the photometric technique. 
Were some realistic estimate o£ the energy distribution made , Ule 
photometric technique could be used ae a future research tool to determine 
the number of pi-zero meaons resulting from a nuclear collision. . The 
various theories of meson production discuesed in Section III could Lnus be 
subject to test. 
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VI . GEIGER Clrkqb~~ TRIGGERING ANALYSIS 
An analysis was undertaken to establish possible geiger counter 
triggering bias. An investigation was made of t . f.> triggering of the cloud 
chamber as a function ol the (A) Interaction Location and the (D) Primary 
Particle Energy . 
At frame 99 , 151 a change was made in the uae of the bodoecope • 
which was described in Section II . T he geiger counters used in trigger-
ing the cloud chamber were connected to the vhual display of the hodoscope. 
The two upper rows of eight(S} hodoscope Uabta were connected in parallel 
to the upper of the two geiger counter trays . The two bottom rowe of 
eight (8) hodoscope lights were connected in parallel to the bottom geiger 
counter tray. The purpose of the parallel connection was to provide a 
redundancy in the visual display since occasional failure had occurred in 
the hodoscope due to the critical matching of the tubes and neon bulbs in 
the various channels. T his redundancy proved unnecessary exC'ept for two 
cases. · In those cases the larger number of Ughta illurr inated was taken 
a s the n umber of geiger counters fired. The lights displayed from right 
to left corresponded to the geiger counters fired from front to back in a 
tray as seen from the vantage point of the camerns . B oth the upper a nd 
lower geiger counter trays were below the cloud chamber. 
A. INTERACTION LOCATION 
Geiger counters had been removed from above the cloud chamber at 
frame 48 , 090 in order to eliminate possible triggering bias again.st neut-
rons and ln favor of protons . Thla removal , however • did not relieve the 
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possibility o£ triggering bias as a function of location of a nuclear inter-
action within the chamber . Therefore , an investigation was made ol thla 
pos s iblUty. 
The chamber was divided into four , arts : 0 - SZ grams/EcentlmeterF~ 
sz+ -104 grams/ ( centimeterF~ 104 .. -156 grams/ { centimeterF~ and 156+-zos 
grams/EcentlmeterF~ 1he latter number was taken as the gate length for 
this investigation. The number ol nuclear interactions in excess of 50 
Bev for each of theoe four (4) parh waa plotted versus the total n11mber of 
geiger counters fired . The minimum number o! aeiger counters fired for 
an interaction of thls energy wa!J never leas than eleven (11) . 
The data of this lnveatigatlon is shown ln the hlatograms of f{ jUre 13, 
page 50 . The data was also normalllsed for a n equal number of cases in 
each of the four parts ( not illustrated) . Inspection of f'lgure 13 reveab no 
apparent blas in trlgaerlng for location of events at the bottom of the cham• 
ber . The flfteen (15) cases in the third quarter flrlng sl: teen (16) counters 
does not appear to be atatlstlcally significant. 
As a further check the same data plotted by halves l . e ., 0 •104 grams/ 
(centlmeter)Z and 104+ -zos grama/(centlmeter)Z was plotted and la shown 
ln figure 14 , page 51. Confirmation of the conclusion ol a lack of signlf• 
lcant bias is again displayed for the two h undred lwenty three (ZZ3) nuclear 
interactions which were tabulated . 
B . PRI MARY PARTICLE ENERGY 
Since tho~• data were already tabulated a s a part ol the general nu• 
clear lnteractlon analysis , a n additional aert.ea of plote wa s made of the 
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number of nuclear interactions of a given primary energy versus the num-
ber of geiger counters fired. For this purpose the median angle formula 
was used to estimate the primary particle energy . T 1.c sa;.le two hund-
red ~ ·~ entF· three (223) cases were tabulated . Energies were divided in-
to the following catagorie8: 50 Bev, 100 .Bev , ZOO Bev, 300 Bev, 400-500 
Bev , and BOO .Bev and above. The latter two collective groupinas were 
used (1) to obtain a statlsUcall} significant number of cases in those group-
ings approximately equal to the nun)ber of cases ~o each of the first four 
groupings; and (Z) to eliminate part of the uncertainty of e .f.> tinJating high 
energy events since the cone angle was narrow. Histograms of these 
.six (6) energy divisions are shown in figures 15 and 16, pages 53 and 54 
redpectively. As can be seen , and would be expected , the higher energy 
events triggered more counters. The discrepancy to this conclusion would 
appear to 0e t :1e 400-500 Bev cases. It is difficult to explain this excep-
tion to the general rule except in ter.rr. s of weak statistice. 
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VII. DOUBLE NUCLEAR INTERACTION ANALYSIS 
The fUm was visually scanned with a stereoscopic viewer for nuclear 
interactions. Once a large, i.e. , energetic, nuclear interaction had been 
discerned, particular acuity was exercised in the search for a small, i.e., 
less energetic, nuclear interaction above the larse interaction. A typical 
double nuclear interaction ia shown in figure 17 • page 56. 
A. SELECTION CRITERIA 
In selecting the cloud chamber events for analysis three factors were 
of importance in establishing the acceptability: 
{1) Collimation of the event to the vertical, 
(Z) The nuclear nature of the event, 
( 3) An energy for the event in excess of 50 Bev. 
The first factor caused eventa to be selected which were of near con-
stant gnte length. This aided the data analysis, since only a small correc-
tion to the path length throuah the steel plates of the chamber had to be made. 
Events photographed during the early operation of the chamber were well 
collimated to the vertical by the nature of the geiger counter c"oincldence 
arrangement, since at least one geiser counter in the array above the cham-
ber had to be llred ln coincidence with several geiger counters ln two banks 
below the chamber. In the later operation of the chamber, from which the 
data was selected for analysts in this thesis, events were not as well colli-
mated since the upper geiger counter tray was removed. The selectic n 
criterion established for collimation during the visual scanning was the fol-
lowing: 
Figure 17. Double Nuclear Interaction 
(Charged - Charged) 
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(1) 'Ihe projected line of flight o£ the incident 
particle which caused nuclear interaction 
had to cross both the top and bottom steel 
plate in the chamber within the 58 inch by 
ZZ inch area of the plate. 
The second factor • that of the nuclear nature of the event, was par-
tially established by the elimination of events occurring in the flrat plate . 
Photon-electron cascades resulting from gamnla rays produced fronl above 
the chamber were eliminated, since as calculated in Section IV, there 
were 1. 64 radiation lengths/plate. Elimination of events in plate one also 
permitted observation of the incident particle track through two 4 inch 
spaces for an easier establishment of the first criterion. The presence 
of penetrating particles emanating from the point of interaction also ·stab-
Ushed the nuclear nature. The plate thickness made it improbable that 
electrons or photons would pass through a plate without interaction. The 
penetrating particles were therefore most Ukely pi-mesons or nucleons. 
Although many showert.. were mixed, containing both photon-electron cas-
cades and penetrating particles, if penetrating partlclets were present the 
shower was established a a nuclear. The photon-electron component was 
interpreted as resulting from the decay of pi-zero mesona . The selection 
criteria for establishing the nuclear nature of the interaction were: 
(Za) Interactions occurring in the first plate were 
excluded. This criterion established the bot-
tom of the first plate aa the upper fiducial 
reference. 
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(Zb) The presence of one or more penetrating 
particles enJanating from the point of 
interaction was required. 
If a shower were of a photon-electron nature only, as was pointed 
out in Section IV, 4.64 plates would be necessary to establish that it was 
of 50 Bev or greater, if one were to use the depth to the maximum as a 
criterion. With penetrating particles present this many plates was not 
necessary, since the penetrating particles carried away part of the ener-
gy. Additionally by observing the cone angle of the mesons and nucleons 
coming from the interaction one could establish the energy by employing 
the median angle formula discussed in Section III . The following crite-
ria were set forth for establishing 50 Bev as a lower limit to the large 
nuclear interaction: 
(3a) Interactions occurring in the last plate 
were excluded. This permitted the last 
two spaces to be used to observe the shower 
development. 1 hb criterion also estab-
lished the bottom of plate ten as a lower 
fiducial reference. 
(3b) The median angle formula as graphed in 
figure 8, page Z8 was used to establish the 
lower limit of energy selected. 
If a double interaction occurred in which the large interaction satis-
fied the above criteria but the small interaction did not, aa was the case 
for two events in which the small interaction occurred in plate one, the 
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interaction was regarded as a single interaction. 
Additional restrictive criteria establishing the nature o£ the small 
interaction were required. In conjunction with the collimation problem 
and the inter-relation between the a mall and large interaction, it was nec-
essar} that the two interactions be approximately on the same line of 
flight. Therefore • the collimation was established by the following cri-
terion : 
(4) When a small interaction was found above 
a large interaction, the line o! flight of the 
particle creating t he s mall interaction had 
to be within l 0 of the line of flight of the 
particle creating the large interaction. 
Many large interactions satiSfying the criteria of l - 3 above , and 
for which the small interaction occurred in compliance with criterion 4 , 
could not be regarded as double nuclear interactions since the smaller 
interaction was not nuclear. These were the usual knock-on electron 
processes and were excluded. The nuclear nature ol the small inter-
action was established by use of criterion Zb above. 
The selection criterion establishing the upper limit of energy of 
the emall interaction will be d i scusse d in a later section . 
B . DA TA FOR LARGE INTERACTION& 
A total of six hundred thirty-six (636) cases of large interactions 
with energy in excesa of SO Bev • established in accordance wlth the above 
criteria, were tabulated. Energy estimates obtained by the m edian angle 
formula were made for each case . 
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The aagles of t11e line of flight Deen on t h a fil.hJ in each view were 
listed as QL for tlle left view 1 ana OK for the right view . Appendix E 
describes the method used in obtaining au approximate £ornJula for the 
true angle in space • QT • The relation derived was 
z 
zo z 
+ z z ( tan Q L - tan QR ) 
4 E x 0 
where in addition to the parameters identified above 
E the claud chamber expnnsion ratio 
2x0 the distance between the axe!! of the 
right and left camera lenBes 
z 0 the distance to the camera lenses 
fror.--1 the x , y 1 reference plane . 
A graph was used ta compute the sec QT and is shown in figure 18 1 page- 61 
as the Secant Q Graph. 
The number of platea f1:om the upper fiducial reference to the point 
of the large interaction, includina the fraction of the plate was tabulated . 
The total path langth of absorl.lina material passed through to a point 
of nuclear interaction , x , was computed by forming the product 
x p d n sec QT 
where 
z 23.1 n sec QT grams/( ..:entlmeter ) 
p the density of the steel 
d the thickness/pl ate 
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n = the n\lmber of plates from the upper 
fiducial reference to the point of 
interaction 
QT = the angle between the vertic; .1 in the 
chamber and the true path 
and x has a new meaning from that established ln the previous paragraphs 
as follows 
X the total path length from the fiducial 
reference to the point of nuclear in-
teraction; 
After computation of tbe path length, x , three cases had to be ex-
eluded, since the path length was ln excess of the gate length, Lg• The 
gate length was established by selection criteria la and 3a above , as listed 
in Section VII. A . Thi s left a total uf aix hundred thirty th ree (633) cases . 
The total path length , /!:. Xi 
icl 
for t he se cases • where 
• 
N = t he number of cases 
was forrned a nd h~ tabulated belo•"'' • 
= 61 , 601 .17 grams/(centimeter )l 
m easured from the fiducial reference to the point of th e large interaction, 
including t he fraction of a plate . 
N 
L x t = 
l= 1 
z 53 ,054 . 50 grams/(centlmeter) 
m easured from the fiducial reference to the point of the large interaction , 
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. 
but excluding the fraction of the plate. That is the lower end of the track 
was taken to be the upper surface of the plate ln which the nuclear inter-
action occurred . 
For analytical purpoaes to be discussed, the path length through one 
plate was subtracted from each of the six hundred thirty-three (633) cases . 
For cases in plate two (Z) such an operation was not possible, alnce the 
path length would have been negative. There were fifty-five {55) such 
cases. For the flve hundred seventy-eisht (578) remaining cases 
N L xi = 39, 311.12 grams/( centimeter )2 
i=l 
measured from the fiducial reference to the point of the large interaction 
minus one plate but excluding the fraction of the plate . That is , the lower 
end of the track was taken to be the tapper surface of one plate above the 
plate in which the nuclear interaction occurred. 
C . DATA FOR SMALL INTERACTIONS 
A total of twenty-eight (28) caaes of small interactions found above 
the large interaction, in accordance with the selection criteria of Section 
VII. A ., were tabulated. Two (2) caaes were queationable due to the wide 
angle of scatter of the penetrating particles created. They were possibly 
knock-on electron events instead of nuclear interactions . Thus twenty-six 
(26) cases of double nuclear interactions and two doubtful cases of double 
nuclear interactions were analysed. One of the large interactions had two 
distinct amall interactions above it , both of which were in the same plate , 
as was determined by the points of intersection of the penetrating particles . 
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These interactions wlll be counted separately in succeeding analysis , 
making a grand total of twenty nine (29). 
The angles of all particles from the small interaction were measured 
with respect to the line of fiight of the lncldent primary particle creaUng 
the small interaction. An analysis was carried out to eatabllsh the ratio 
of the total energy to the rest mass energy in the center o! mass system • 
1 c • 
From the angle transformation equaUon given in Appendix C 
tan Q sin Q• 
where 
g the angle of a particle mea&ured in 
the laboratory system 
the angle of a ~article measure ln 
the center of mass system 
(3• - the velocity of a -particle ln the center 
of mass system divided by the velocity 
of ligh t 
Pc - the velocity of the center o! maes ltsel£ 
( as seen in the laboratory system ) 
divided by the velocity of light 
7 c 1 
Using the above formula Castagnoli, Cortini 1 Franzinettl, Manfredini, and 
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Moreno(l6 )presented a convenient formulation for dfltermining 1 c • 
Eliminating the amoiguit}' in sign by the use of absolute value signs and 
taking logarithms , 
ln 7 
c 
= 
= 
- ln l tan Q I + ln 
Ieos Q* + 
- ln I tan ~f t- f ( cos Q•, :.s ) 
or taking the sum over n particles 
= 
+ 
1 
n 
1 
n 
n 
L. t < cos er . ~ 'ii > 
i =1 I" 
By aaeumin~ that the angular cilstribution of all particles is symmetric 
with respect to the equatorial plane in the center of mass system , and by 
assumina that all n particles produced have no correlation between their 
angles nor between their energies of emission , Castagnoli , et.ai. ( 16) as 
shown in Appendix !o~ derived the followina expression 
= 
n 
- _!_ L ln I tan Qi I 
n i=l 
(j 
+ j n 
where in a.ddition to the eymbola used above 
CJ = the standard deviation. 
This formulati on baa been used by Kaneko , Kusumoto , Matsumoto , and 
Takahata(l?) as well as Teucher , Lohrmann , Haskin , and Schein(lS). The 
latter group in discussing nuclear interactions suaaeeted the inclusi on of 
an experimentally determined constant , C , in the formulation as follows 
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n 
ln 1 1 2: ln I tan Qd i" ln c = c n i=l 
where 
G = 0.7 
By applying the invariant equation for dynamics in the special 
theory of rclativit) given in Appendix B to a nucleon-nucleon collision 
!or the center of mass and laboratory system , 
where in addition to the symbols identified above 
M = the rest mass of' the nucleon in energy units 
~ 1 = the velocity of the incident nucleus in the 
laboratory system divided by the velocity of light 
= 
1 
Therefore by algebraic simplification , 
where in addition to the symbols identified above 
= the total energy of the incident nucleon 
measured ln the laboratory system . 
The data for the small interactions is given in the following table. 
The first column lists the frame number . The second column lists the 
number of parti cles emanating from the amall interaction. The third col-
umn Hats ln 7c , as originally given by Castaenou<16) . Column four 
tabulates E 1 as computed from column three . Column five lists 1 , as c 
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modified by Teucher(18>and co-workers of Schein. Column six tabulates 
El as computed from column five. 
Frame Number of ln 7c El ln 1c El 
Number Particles (C = 0) (C=O) (C=.7) (C=.7) 
93016 2 1.42 31.2 1.06 14.7 
93034 3 2.09 121.5 1. 73 58.7 
93423 1 ;2 V particles 
94028 1 0.87 9.8 0.51 4.3 
94204 3 2.59 332. 4 2.23 161.3 
94945 7 1. 57 42.5 1.21 20.1 
95022 9 1.24 21.5 0.88 10.0 
95423 3 2.00 101.5 1.64 49.0 
96483 4 1.75 61.1 1.39 29.2 
96921 3 1.07 15.1 0.71 6.8 
97512 7 1.60 45.0 1.24 21.5 
97583 6 0.77 7.8 0.41 3.4 
97610 4 1.23 21.0 0.87 9.8 
97697 2 O.Zl 1.9 -0.15 o.s 
98430 z 1.8-4 73.5 1.48 35.2 
98635 2 3.70 3. 07 X103 3.34 1. 49 X103 
98935 2 1.32 25.3 0.96 11.8 
99674 1 4.05 6.18Xl03 3.69 3.0}X}03 
99896 7 1.98 97.4 1.62 46.9 
100199 l 1.64 49.0 1.28 23.4 
100285 2 0.97 12.1 0.61 5.4 
2 1.88 79.6 1.52 38.2 
100490 8 1.68 53.2 1.32 25.3 
101653 4 2.10 124.3 1. 74 60.0 
101688 5 2.92 643.9 2.56 313.2 
102396 2 2.89 606.2 2.53 294.5 
102507 9 1.19 19.4 0.83 8.9 
102685 3 2.32 193.5 1.96 93.6 
103261 7 1.54 39.8 1.18 18.9 
Extended data based on the use of a different constant, l. e., half the 
value by Teucher(lS), was also computed. In the followina table, the first 
column lids the frame number. The second column lists ln 7c computed 
with the half value constant from that uae_d by Taucher. Column three tab• 
ulates E 1 as computed from column two. Column four lists the eetimate 
of E 1 by the author, and ls baaed on the half angle of the cone subtended 
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by half of the charged particleo and tile use of the median angle form ula . 
Column five lists the eatimate of E1 by Dr . Cowan. 
Frame ln 1 El E 1(Est .) E1(Est . ) 
Nurnber (C = '0.35) ( G=0 . 35) by Author by Dr . Gowan 
93016 0 .37 3 . 0 10 < 10 
93034 1. 04 14 . 1 20 zo 
93423 100 > IOO 
94028 
- 0 . 18 0 . 4 tO 10 
94204 1. 54 39 . 9 tO 10 
94945 0 . 52 4 . 4 tO > too 
95022 0 . 19 l.B 10 > 40 
95423 0 . 95 tl.6 20 > 100 
96483 0 . 70 8 . 6 10 < 10 
96921 0 . 02 1.0 10 > too 
97512 0 . 55 4 . 7 10 < 10 
97583 
- 0 . 2& 0 . 1 5 < 10 
976l0 0 . 18 1.8 10 < 10 
97697 - o . 84 5 10 
98430 0 . 79 s.z 10 < 10 
98635 2 . 65 374 . 9 > too > 1oo 
93935 O. Z7 2.3 5 < 10 
99674 3 . 00 755 . 9 > soo > soo 
99896 0 . 93 11. 1 10 < 10 
t00199 0 . 59 s.z 10 10 
100ZS5 -0 . 08 0 . 7 5 tO 
0 . 83 &.9 to 10 
100490 0 . 63 5 . 7 tO 30 
101653 1.05 14 . 4 10 10 
101688 1 . 8 7 n: . o 100 > soo 
102396 1.84 73 . 5 80 >>to 
102507 0 . 14 1.6 10 > soo 
102685 1.27 Z2 . 9 20 zo 
103261 0 . 49 4 . 1 10 > 20 
It is to oe noted that in all the prec~ding calculations involving 
applications or modifications of the Gastagnoli formula that the secondary 
particle causing the large nuclear interaction has been excluded . Thus 
E 1 tabulated was the energy of the small interaction . and not the energy 
of the prin.ary particle producing the interaction. 
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Additional data on the double nuclear interactions ia given in the 
following table. Column one list. the frame nwnber. Column two liets 
the sign of charge for the primary and secondary particles, respectively, 
causing the interactions. Column three lists the secant of the angle of 
the secondary particle with respect to the vertical. Column four lists 
the number of plate• between the firet and second interactions. Column 
five computes the path length based on the data of third and fourth columns. 
Frame Sign of Charge Sec QT Number of Path Length 
Number (Primary;Secondary) Plates to of Second-
Secondary ary grn/cm2 
93016 Charged;Charged 1.029 1.9 45.16 
93034 Charged; Charged 1. 001 5.5 127.17 
93423 Charged; Neutral 1.001 4.6 106.37 
94028 Charged; Charged 1.008 1.3 30.26 
94204 Charged; Charged 1.002 0.8 18.SZ 
94945 Charged; Charged 1.013 1.9 35.18 
95022 Neutral ;Charged 1.043 1.0 24.10 
95423 Neutral ;Charged 1.007 5.5 127.94 
96483 Neutral ;Charged 1.061 6.0 147.05 
96921 Neutral ,Charged 1.048 0.6 14. sz 
97512 Charged; Neutral 1.010 0.7 16.33 
97583 Charged; Charged' 1.097 1. 8 45 . 61 
97610 Charged; Charged 1.033 0.6 14.32 
97697 Charged; Charged 1.036 5. 1 122.05 
98430 Neutral ; Neutral 1.077 0.8 19.90 
98635 Charged; Charged 1.042 3.6 86 . 65 
98935 Charged; Charged 1.055 2.0 48 . 61 
99674 keut~al ; Charged 1.001 1.3 30.06 
99896 Charged; Charged 1.019 2.2 94.16 
100199 Charged; Charged 1.014 1.0 163.96 
100285 Charged; ? 1.004 
;Charged 1.004 2.4 55.66 
100490 Charged; Neutral 1.000 3.2 23.10 
101653 Charged; Charged 1.027 3.0 94.89 
101688 Char1ed; Neutral 1.000 2. 4 46.20 
102396 Neutral ;Charged 1.055 1. 8 97.48 
102507 Charged; Charged 1.002 3.8 69.43 
102685 Charged; Charged 1.095 6.8 25.29 
103261 Neutral ; Neutral 1.001 3.0 69.36 
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D. CROSS-SECTION FOR SMALL INTERACTIONS l.F UNRELATED TO 
LARGE INTERACTION 
Additional selection criteria were established so as to include only 
those small interactions which were very much less energetic than the 
large interaction. The upper limit of energy permitted for a small inter-
action was 10 Bev, as set forth by two alternate criteria: 
(a) Determination of the energy of the small inter-
. (16) 
action was made by use o£ the Castagnoll for-
mwation of Section Vll.C. and the modi£lcation 
of that formula by the Schein co-workers(lS). 
(b) Independent estimates of the energy of the small 
interaction were made by two independent observ-
ers, Dr . Cowan and the author. 
The small interaction shown in figure 17, page 56 , occurred in plate 
eight (8). It contained two (2) particles. One was at 43° to the left of the 
line of flight of the primary particle and was m inimum ionizing and non-
penetrating. The other was at 3° to the right of the line of flight of the 
primary particle • was minimum ionizing and penetrated one plate. The 
primary particle causing the small interaction was charged. The second-
ary particle causing the large interaction was also charged and was at 
, 0° to the line of flight of the primary particle . The Castagnoll(l6 )£ormu-
lation yielded a calculated value for the energy of the small interaction of 
31 Bev. As was pointed out by Schein this method tended to overestimate 
the energies under the epectrum independent approximation outlined in 
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Appendix F. Teucher(lS) and co-workers of Schein employed an addi-
tlve constant as a modification t o the formulation as described in Sec-
tion VII . C. Use of that modified formulation yielded an energy for the 
small interaction of 15 Bev. Caetagnoll had pointed out on the basie of 
the Heisenberg and Fermi theories of meson production , that the additive 
factor was not necessarily constant. This fact had been recognized by 
Schein. 
Since the number o£ particles in the interaction , and the correspond-
ing energy of the interaction was much less that that being studied by the 
Schein group , an alternate additive· constant , half that used by Schein, was 
employed in an endeavor to normalize the data · of this experiment to estl-
mates baeed on the median angle formula . Employing the new constant 
monotonically decreased all the calculated energies from that given by the 
Castagnoll formulation or the Schein modification of that formulation. The 
Castagnoll method in the energy range of this experiment , i.e . , 10 Bev. had 
been used by Kaneko<17) et. al . • but they failed to call out the adjustment 
of the Castagnoli formula used to obtain the forward-backward symmetry of 
the emitted angles. That the uee of a constant , half that of the Schein val-
ue, i . e., 
c = 0 . 35 
tended to underestimate some of the very l ow energy cases is evidenced 
by the negative value of ln 7 for fotu ( 4) cases , one ( l) of which was 
c 
also negative with the Schein modification. 
The small interaction of figure 17 , page 56, bad a calculated energy 
of 3 Bev employing the CO'lstani , half that of the Schein value. The eatl-
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mate of the author based on the median angle formula was 10 Bev. Dr. 
Cowan estimated the energy of this event at less than 10 Bev. This case 
typifies those double interactions which were included in the analysis of 
this section. 
The question as to wh~ther small interactions of the type illustrated 
were related to the large interactions below them and in their line of 
flight is a dif£icult one. If the incoming primary particle caused an iron 
nucleus to disintearate with the subsequent emission of pi-mesons and 
nucleons , and if one of those pi-mesons or nucleons caused the second 
inte1·action, then one would say that the two events were related , the first 
causing the second. If on the other band the primary particle struck an 
iron nucleon peripherally , i t would cause a small nu.mber of pi-mesons 
or nucleons t o be knocked out of the iron nucleus . Then the same pri-
mary nucleon could continue essentially in the same line of flight and the 
occurrence of a second interaction would be unrelated to the first , since 
there was no cause and effect relationship . 
For either the related or the unrelated double interactions charge 
exchange phenomena were permissibl e processes . Frame number 96 , 483 
was an example of a neutral primary and a char ged secondary , which was 
interpreted as being a non-related double nuclear interaction . 
The research investigation for non- related nuclear interactions was 
undertaken because of an anomalously large nun"lber on interactions in the 
cloud chamber data of the type illustrated in frame number 93 , 016 in figure 
17, page S6, and 96 , 483 . These cases illustrated an energy transfer to 
the secondary and its subsequent large nuclear interaction which was a 
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major portion o£ the total energy of the primary . 
Even though the upper interaction appeared small in size • not all 
such interactions were lacking in energy . T hat there was some ambi-
guity as to the energy of the small interaction is shown by the dis crepan-
cies ln the tabulated values of the calculated and estimated energies . 
One ouch controversial case ia shown in figure 19 , page 74 . The 
first luteraction in plate two (Z) was caused by a neutral primary particle , 
presumably a neutron , since the primary had to pass through plate one (1). 
The second interaction in plate seven (7) was caused by a chareed second-
ary particle • presumably either a pi-meson or a proton. The first inter-
action contained only three particles . One of the particles was at 15° to 
the left of the Une of fllght of the primary particle • was minimum ionizina 
and penetrated one (1 ) plate . The second particle was at 10° to the left of 
the line of flight of the primary particle • was minimum ionizing and pene-
trated one (1) plate . The third particle was at 3° to the left of the line of 
flight of the primary particle • was minimum ionizing and penetrated nine 
(9) plates . · 
The Caatagnoli(l 6 ) formula yielded a calculated energy of 102 Bev. 
The Schein modification yielded a calculated energy of 49 .Bev and the mod-
ification with the half value constant resulted in an energy of 11.6 Bev. 
The author estimated the energy as 20 Bev . Dr . Cowan , however • esti-
mated the energy as in excess of 100 Bev. This case presented an extreme 
visual asymmetry about the line of flight of the secondary particle causing 
the lower large interaction . All the charged particles were to the lett 
of that line of flight . Case.s of this sort clearly needed interpretation on 
- 7L = 
Figure 19. Double Nuclear :;.nter a ction 
(Neutral - Charged) 
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the basis of close visual scrutiny as well as a mathematical analysis. 
Discrepancy in the visual estimates resa~lted from disagreement as to the 
importance given the particles emanating from the interaction. 
The twenty-nine (29) cases of small nuclear interactions above large 
nuclear interactions were classi!led into three groupe: 
(1) Cases in which calculated and estimated energies 
were in general agreement that the small inter-
action was of 10 Bev or less, 
(2) Cases ln which the calculated and estimated energies 
were in general agreement that the small interaction 
had an energy greater than 10 Bev, 
(3) Controversial cases in which either the calculated 
energy or one of the estimates was at great variance. 
In the first category of general agreement that the energy of the small 
interaction was less than 10 Bev, there were fifteen (IS) cases. These 
included frame 100285 which bad two small interactions in one plate and 
was, therefore, counted twice in the summary. The only case of pos-
sible doubtful inclusion in this category was frame 94Z04 which had a 
moderately high calculated value on the baste of the modified CastagnoU 
formula. Both Dr. Cowan and the author agreed, however, that this 
case ought to be included since there waa only one penetrating particle and 
since it penetrated but one plate. 
The second category contained. cases which were excluded for 
slightly different reasona: (a) Frames 93034 and lOZ685 were eliminated 
because the only penebattna particle 1D each frame waa scattered at a 
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wide angle. The small interaction was probably electronic • and not 
nuclear. (b ) Frame 934Z3 • after a careful inspection. waa re-evaluated 
as containing two (Z) V particles • one with an origin barely below the 
plate • the other with an origin wlthln the plate. Thus taken in conjunction 
with the remaining penetrating particle • the energy was most probably in 
excess of 10 Bev. (c) Frames 98635 and 99674 were observed to have 
narrow central cones for the small interaction and probably should have 
been excluded at the outset as being of high energy. (d) Frames 101688 
and 1 OZ396 also possessed narrow cones and were excluded. The energy 
of the upper small interaction ln theae latter two cases • though in excess 
of 10 Bev • was probably less than the energy of the lower larae lnterac-. 
tion. As a total. therefore. seven (7) caaes were definitely excluded 
from the analysla. 
The last category was that of the controversial cases. Among these 
were the follo.wina: (a) Frame 954Z3 Uluatrated ln figure 19 • page 74 • has 
already been discussed above. (b) Frames 950ZZ. 100490. and 103Z61 all 
contained many particles but mostly at wide anglea. Although some of the 
particles were at small anales ln reapect to the line of flight of the primary. 
there was no evidence in any of these cases for a narrow central cone. 
Visual interpretation and calculation yielded disaareement. The Castag-
noll formulaUon would of course tend to decrease the energy eatinlate for 
an event containing particle• with angles in excess of 45° • with respect to 
the line of flight of the primary. (c) Smalllnter•ctlona possibly inter-
pretable as possessing a narrow cone are recorded in yet three additioual 
cases. These controvereial frames were 94945 • 969Zl • and 10!507. The 
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total of all controversial cases was s even (7) . 
F ifteen (15) cases of interactions les s than 10 Bev , associated wifu 
<1 total of six hundred thirty-three (633) interactions in excess of 50 Bev , 
were found fulfilling the criteria as being independent and unrelated to 
other i nteractions . In the original analysis the total path length from the 
fiducial reference to t he point of t he larg e interaction , including t h e frac-
tion of the plate traversed in whi ch the large interaction occurred , was 
ta bulated . Using the a bove vnlue for tota l path l ength , the m ean free path 
* in iron , Lc , of a nucleon w ith energy i n excess of 50 Bev , between sn1all 
interactions of less than 10 Bev, is given a s L c = 61 , 601. 17/15 grams/(cen-
timeter)Z . The mean free path, Lc = (4 . 11 ":!: 1. 06) x 103 grams/( centimeterF~ 
where the uncert ainty has been established as the square root of the num-
ber of small in teractions , divided by t he number of small interactions . 
B ecause of the d ifficulty i n ascertaining whether or not there m i ght 
Ge a small in t e raction in t he same plate with and directly above t he la r ge 
in teraction , a second tabulation of total p a th length was made eliminating 
t he fraction of the plate. In fact • no small interactions were observed in 
the zame plate with the large interaction . Elimination of the fraction of 
the plate to the large internction a l so removed the uncertainty in estimating 
the fraction of the plate . The tota l path leneth th us was measured from the 
fiducial reference to t he top of the plate above the second interaction . 
Using this new value of tota l path length , the mean free path in iron , Lc , 
* The incident primary particles causing the interactions. though a m ix-
ture of pions and nucleons • will Le referred to as nucleons for b revity 
a11d convenience in the succeeding discussion . 
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of a nucleon with energy in excess of SO Bev, between small interactions 
of less than 10 B~vI which interactions were independent and unrelated to 
other nuclear interactions, is given as 
Lc = 
= 
53,054.50 
15 
(3 . 54! 0.91) x 103 grams/(centimeter)Z 
If the controversial cases were tole included the result would be &iven as 
53 , 051 . 50 
Lc = 2 2 
= (Z . 4l :t 0.51) x 103 grams/(centimeter)Z 
In tabulating the non-related double interaction events it appeared 
that a large numoer were within one or two plates above the large inter-
action. Such should not Le the case for random distribution along the 
total path length . Therefore , a te:~t was performed as to the randomfless . 
One plate of path length was subtracted from each o£ six hundred thirty-
three (633) events thus establishing yet a third total path length as de-
scribed in Section VU . B . This reduced the number of small interactions 
in the remaining path length . Using the reduced total path length and the 
reduced total of small interactions, the mean free path in iron , Lc , of a 
nucleon with energy in excees of 50 Bev , between small interi\ctions of 
less than 10 Bev is given as 
Lc = 
39 , 31 1. 12 
9 
(4 . 37! 1 . 46) x 103 grams/(centimeter)2 
This latter value was within the experimental error , and therefore the 
randomness of the location of the small interaction along the path length 
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was establlahed. 
The nucleon-nucleus cross-section, qc • for the process may be 
E~F 
calculated by the formula given in Rossi and presented previously in 
Section IV, namely, 
A 
where 
A = the atomic weight of iron 
N = the Avogadro number 
Lc = the collision mean free path of 
small interaction as given above. 
The total path length from the fiducial reference to the top of one plate 
above the large interaction was accepted as the best measutement. Using 
this path length a nucleon with el\ergy in excess of 50 Bev possessed a 
nucleon-nucleus cross-section in iron for small interactions of less than 
10 Bev , which interactions were independent and unrelated to other nuclear 
interactions, of 
q c = Zl.l ± 7.1 millibarns. 
To establiah the nucleon-nucleon cross-section, a, the transparency 
model of Brenner and Williams (ZO) was consulted. The nucleus was seen 
to be almost wholly transparent and the nucleon-nucleon cross-section was 
established as 
a= 0.3a±O.l3millibarns. 
Correspondingly i£ the controversial cases were to be included 
and a calculation made for a path length reduced by one plate, the results 
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• 
would be given a.s 
and 
L 
c 
C1 
c 
= 
39,311.12 
14 
= ( 2. 81 ,!. 0. ·~ 5) x 103 grams/(centimeter s)2 , 
= 32. 9 + 8 . 8 millibarns 
a = 0. 70 + 0. 19 millibarns • 
When the seven ( 7) controversial cases were included in the 
foregoing computations , the nucleon - nllcleon cross - section as obtained 
from the c urve of Brenner and Williams was in a regi,on o£ partial 
opacity. On the other hand , when only the firmly established cases 
were incl'..lded, the portion of the curve used was that of nearly com-
plete transparency. I n fact, the nucleon - nucleon cross-section, a , 
co...Ud be computed from the m1cleon - nucleon cross-section, a • by 
c 
the relation for complete transparency . namely 
a = aA. 
c 
The breakdown as to the nature of the primary and secondary 
particles giving rise to the small and large non-related nuclear inter -
actions , respectively , is summarized below. The case of the small 
interaction in the same plate with the second interac tion is of course 
excluded due to the inability to determine the sign of charge. 
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Primary Secondary Number of Number of Caaea, 
P article Particle Firm Caaes Firm and 
Controversial 
Charged Charged 11 13 
Charged Neutral 1 z 
Neutral Charged 1 4 
Neutral Neutral 1 z 
The obvious excess in the nllmber of the charged caaeli as 
compared to the neutral is probably attributable to the difference in 
scanning efficiency. 
Recent theoretical work by Udgaonkar and Gell-Mann(l 9) ha• 
suggested that for high energy nuclear interactions there is an apparent 
increase in radius and of the transparency of the nucleon. On this 
basis of an essentially fuzzy nucleon as seen by an incoming energetic 
nucleon, one should expect an increase in the number of peripheral 
encounter a. 
The 50 Bev lower limit on the energy of the large nuclear inter-
action in the data analysis was choeen in order to be in an energy range 
above the capabilities presently available for machine accelerated 
nucleons. This lower limit probably also established that the incident 
nucleon was energetic enough to cauee an increase in the radiua of a 
nucleon in the iron as seen from the point of view of the incident 
nucleon. 
With a 10 Bev upper limit on the energy of the small nuclear 
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interaction, onl y about seventeen percent of the total energy of the 
incident nucleon was transferred in the small interaction. This 
restric tion established that the small nuc lear interac tion waa probably 
the result of a peripheral encounter . The same incident nucleon would 
thus continue in essentially the same line of flight . A second n ~clear 
interaction, large or small , on that line o£ fiight then would be unre -
lated to the first nuclear inte1·action. In the research study performed, 
however , the second interaction was always greater than SO Bev, 
since the energy of the second interaction was used to establish the 
energy of the incident nucleon , and thus in turn to identify the first 
interac tion. 
The interpretation of the small nuclear interactions as peripheral 
c ollisions and non - related to other nuc l ear interactions along the path 
l ength o£ the incident primary particle is atron&ly suggested. 
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VIII . SINGLE NUCLE AR INTERACTION ANAL YSl S 
The large .nuclear interactions which had been tabulated in the 
dou ule nuclear interaction ana lysis were also used for analytic purposes 
in a single nuclear interaction analysis . 
A. SE LECTION CRITERIA 
Selection criteria for the cloud chamber events were established to 
determine: 
(1) Collimation of t he event·to the vertical, 
E~F The nuclear nature of the event , 
(3) An energy for the event in excess of 50 Bev . 
These prerequisites set forth the criteria outlined in Section Vll.A. l -3 . 
Certain of t he double events presented ambiguity as to which point 
of nuclear interaction should be counted in establishing a total pat h l ength . 
This depended on whether one regarded those doul:Jle interactions as re-
lated or unrelated. Therefore • it was necessary to establish: 
(4) The elimination of ambiguous cases. 
AU t h ose cases which were interpreted as being non-related on all 
bases could be included to the point of the second nuclear interaction. The 
two cases of wide scatter in the t'irst interaction could likewise be in-
cluded to the point of the second nuclear interaction. The remainina cases 
were ambiguous depending on the interpretation of the events . The fol-
lowing additional selection criteria were established: 
(a) If on any basi s of calculation or estimation both 
nuclear interactions • individually, could have 
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had an energ1 greater than 50 Bev. 
the case was excluded. 
(b) If on any bas i s the event was interpreted 
as related, the event was excluded. 
Clearly the two E~F criteria are not mutually exclusive. A list of those 
caseG excluded under the two (Z) criteria is listed below. 
(a) (b) 
934Z3 
94945 94945 
950ZZ 
95423 95423 
969Zl 96921 
98635 
99674 
100490 
101688 
!OZ396 
102507 lOZ507 
103261 
It was felt that no appreciable b ias was introduced by elimination of the 
twelve (lZ) cases, since their elimination was in no way directly contingent 
upon the location in the cloud chamber . 
B . DATA FOR INTERACTIONS 
The six hundred thirty-three (633) cases which had been included in 
Section VII . B. were reduced by twelve (lZ) in accordance with the above 
selection criteria. This left a grand total of six hundred twenty-one (6Zl) 
cases of unambiguous single interactions with energy in excess of 50 Bev. 
N 
The total path length, 2:=: Xi , for these events, 
i=l 
w l ere 
x = the total path length for an event from the 
is given below 
Therefore 
1 
N 
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fiducial reference to the point of nuclear 
interaction • including the fraction of a plate • 
N. = the number of events • 
z 
58 ,67Z. 40 grams/( centimeter) 
= 94.48 grams/(centimet-er)Z 
C. CROSS-SECTION FOR INTERACTIONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 
50 BEY 
The analysie of these data was carried out in accordance with the 
maximum likelihood procedure. This procedure as aet forth by Flsher(Zl) 
was applied to the decay of radioactive substances by Pelerls(ZZ). A clear 
statement of the procedure • including a method for computing standard 
deviation, is given by Bartlet~wlFK This method has been used ln cosmic 
{24) (25) 
ray applic-.Uons by Alford 1 Strassenburg • and others. 
The mean free path, Lc• in iron for nucleons in producing a nuclear 
interaction of greater than SO Bev was calculated in accordance with the 
maximum likelihood procedure given in Appendix G. For this purpose 
the formulation for constant gate length, Lg 1 was used. 
N 
La + 1 L 
N 
eLg/Lc - 1 l = 1 
. . 
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where , 
Lg the gate length 
N the number of cases 
xi the measured path length as tab-
ulated on the preceding page . 
The standard deviation , a , was computed from the following 
formula , 
-1/Z 
a 
From the above formulae the mean free path , Lc • in iron for nucleons 
in producing a nuclear interaction of greater than 50 Bev was computed as 
Lc 390 ± 108 grams/(centimeter)2 • 
wh ere the error quoted is the standard deviation. 
( 18) 
By use of the formula given ~n Rossi 1 the nucleon-nucleus cross-
section , crc , wa s computed , 
where 
A = 
N = 
The value obtained was 
A 
N L · c 
the atomic weight of iron 
Avogadro' s nwnber 
O.Z4 ± 0 . 07 barns . 
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The value of the mean free path was high compared to the re•ults 
of Brenner and Williams (ZO). as well as some previous work with data 
from the 5 fto x 5 ft. x 2ft. cloud chamber o Recognition of thh fact 
led to an investigation of poasible bias or error in the selection of 
interactions with energy of 50 Bev or greater. 
Conseq1.1ently the data of the measured path length was tabulated 
by quarters of the absorbing material and by thirds in the temporal 
sequence. The distribution appeared to be the same for each of the 
three groups of two hundred eleven ( 211) cases . The maximum number 
of events occurred in the third quarter of absorbing material. It had 
been conjectured that the selection of a nine plate gate length might 
have led to the inclu•ion of events which were of energy less than 50 
Bev , or even possibly the inclusion of some electron shower eventa, 
due to the inability to see the shower development near the bottom of 
the chamber. With the events maximizing in the third q1.1arter , the 
nllmber o£ such possible intruding errors would probably not a ccount 
for the long mean free path. 
If previo•..1 s work with the 5 ft. x 5 fto x ?. ft. clo 1d chamber had 
not incl..1ded some of the ver} high energy event'l , and if those events 
were of a smaller cross - section, the high mean free path of the cur-
rent investigation might be explained. 
The mean free path was only slightly smaller than the gate 
length in previous work with thie chamber , and was longer than the 
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gate length in thia analysis. This circumstance resulted in the com-
putation of errors on the basis of the maximum likelihood procedure 
which were higher in the later analysis. Detailed inspection of the 
procedure reveals that the error assignment increases exponentially 
in the region used in this experiment. The assignment of symmetric 
errors , therefore , is probably misleadingo 
The maximum likelihood procedure likewise yields an exponen-
tially increaaing assignment to a value for tK~M mean free path, with a 
linear increase in the measured value of the average path length to 
a point of nuclear interaction. A lon1er gate length, i . e o, more 
absorbing material, would be desirable to obtain a more accurate 
value for the cross- section of nuclear interactions in excess of 50 Bev. 
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A PPENDIX A 
C OUNTING R.A T E 5 T UDY 
A counting rate study was undertaken on rolla 13 , 15, 16 , and 17 , 
except frames 7882 to 8ZZ5 , where the hold tlme failed . During this 
period of operation varloua bias arrangements were uaed , namely , 
15·45-45 , Z0-35-lS , lS-35-lS, and 15-30-JO. The number of nuclear 
showers were tabulated for each of the various biases . Plots were made 
of 
(1) Nuclear shower a per running time , versus counts per running tlm e; 
(Z) Nuclear ahowers per running time minus the three minute walt 
period per count, versus counts per running time mlnus the three 
m inute walt period per count; 
(3) Nuclear showere per eount , versus the counts per running time . 
T he graphs are shown in the figure A on the next page. The reaulta were 
self explanatory . A maximization of the nuclear events existed at the 
15-35-35 bl&s setting and thh was used for subsequent operation of the 
chamber with three geiger counter banks . 
Upon removal of the top counter tray December Z9 , 1959 bias 
settings were adjusted to 0-60-60. An emplric::al investigation waa again 
undertaken using bias eettlnga as hlgh as 0-80-80 and as low as 0-45-45. 
M os t of the rem aining data was obtained with a 0-S0-50 bias. 
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2 
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APPENDIX B 
RELATION3 IN THE .SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY 
Basic relations of the Special Theory of Relativity are expressed 
below. Let the unprlmed symbols be in an inertial laboratory coordinate 
system. Let primed symbols be in an inertial eystem of coordinates 
moving away from the laboratory system along the x axle with a relative 
velocity , v • Let the corresponding unprimed and primed coordinate 
axee be aligned . 
DeHne the following quantltlea: 
x . y • z • rectangular cartesian !!lpace coordinates 
t • tlme coordinate 
ux , uy • uz • rectangular cartesian velocity coordinates 
corresponding to the apace coordinates 
M • rest mass of a particle ( in energy units ) 
.Fx , Py • 1-z • rectangular cartesian monHtntum of t he 
particle corresponding to the space co-
ordinates ( in energy units ) 
E • total energy of the particle 
T • kinetic energy of the particle 
v • relative velocity of the two systems of 
c. 
7 = 
coordinates 
velocity of Uaht 
v/c 
( 1 _ ~ z) -1/Z 
. 
1' -
~ -X 
1 -X 
- 9~-
ct 
With a similar set of definitions for the primed system, space-
time relations for two systems of rectangular cartesian coordinates 
in uniform translational motion along their respective x axes are 
aiven by 
x' 
-
7( X - ~1D F x • TExD+~1"F 
y' 
-
y 
z' • z 
1'' 
-
'1 {1' - ~ x} 1' • 7 ( 1' ' + ~ x') • Eqns . 1 
T he velocity relations are almply deduced by dlfferentation and 
substitution as 
u' 
dx' 
-
dx 
- dt' ux -X dt 
u v u• + v 
-
• 
X 
u v uil v 1- :z 1 + c"Z 
u' • ~ Uy 
-
..!I. y dt' dt 
u u• 
- (I • -u¥ v ) (\+ u' v ) '1 • '1 c2 c2 
u' 
-
da' • da 
z di' Uz dt 
u u' 
• • • ~- u v ) (I+ u' v ~nsK '1 I cZ '1 X (:2 z 
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Momentum- energy relations are almUarly given by 
P' • 7( Px- f3Z ) Px 0 1 ( p~ ... ~bDF X 
pt • p y y 
P' a pz z 
E' • 1 ( E- flpx) E Gl ., ( E' + ~ ). 
Eqns. 
As may be seen by eomblnlng the above equations _ 
!!- - ( pZ+ pZ+ pZ ) .,. Const. 
X: y z 
or in general by summing over many particles 
for all systems of inertial coordinates this difference is invariant. 
The general conservation principles operative in special relativity 
within any particular conservative inertial system are 
Ccn.st. 
I: ( T 1+ M1) • Const. i 
Eq. 4 
Eq. 5 
3 
where the rest maases are also invariant for all systems o£ ceordlnates. 
By con•ideratlon of a special system in whlc:h one coordinate system 
l.t attached to a partiole ~novtng with a velocity Ux • v one can derive 
several relations of general interest. In such a system 
T' '1111 0 • 
Therefore by Eq. 5 
E' 1111 M 
and one obtains the general relation for any inertial coordinate system 
- 94 .. 
Eq. 6 
By use of the momentum- energy relations of Eqns. 3 and since ln 
the special coordlnate system under con.tderation 
,_,, 
.. 
c 0 
and 
E' • M 
one has 
p • ~M Eq. 7 X 
E • 'IM Eq. 8 
It should be recalled that ux• v ln the special frame of reference 
which w&fl chosen. That is the velocity o! the second £ram1e with re•pect 
to the first is abo the velocity of the particle in the £lrst frame of 
reference. Therefo:re 
... 
...... ., • )' a M 
...... X.,.. X 
E • 7 M 
X 
Eq. 9 
Eq. 10 
The•e latter relations are perfectly general withln any particular co-
ordinate system. 
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APPENDIX C 
ANGLE TRANSFO RMATION FOR PARTICLES 
The angles appropriate to the paths taken by particles traveling 
with relativistic speeds as seen from different coordinate syatema are 
expre~sed below . 
Use the identification of eymbols as in Appendix B . Aseun1e one 
coordinate system to be the center oi mass system and designate 
quantities Within that system by starred superscripts. A•eume the 
other coordinate system to be the laboratory system and allow quantities 
within that eystem to be unatarr~dK The relative velocity of the two 
systems is thus the Yelocity of the center of maa.s. Deaianate quantities 
appropriate to the center of maea coordinate •\'stem lteelf by a sub-
script c. Thus typically of all symbols 
~ • ~ • velocity of a particle in the laboratory 
c 
system divided by the velocity of U1ht 
f)* a ~ • velocity of a particle in the center of 
c 
, 
1 
• __!_.: 
c 
maaa system divided by the velocity 
of light 
velocity of the center of mass itself 
( as seen in the laboratory system) 
divided by the velocity o£ light 
ul 
• - • velocity of the incident particle in the 
c 
laboratory system divided by the velocity 
of light. 
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Also define 
M 1 • rest mass of the lncldent particle (ln energy unih) 
Mz ca rest mass of the target particle (in energy units) 
If the angle• 8 and g • are measured from their respective x 
and x* axes one haa 
tL,cro u cos g Eq • 
uy .. u aln Q Eq . 
u~· u• cos o• Eq . 
1 
z 
l 
u• cr y u• sin 9• . Eq . 4 
The motion of the center of mass coordinate system is assumed to 
take place along the x and x"' axes . Thus by the velocity transformation 
formulae are 
u*+v 
• 
X 
ux 
u·lc v 
t+ 
cZ Eq . 5 
Uy Cll ui 
1 c ( t+ u~zvF ,, Eq. 6 
The definition of tangent 8 from Equations 1 and 2 b given by 
tanQc::a F..q. 7 
Upon aubetltutlon of Equations 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 ln Equation 7 so as to 
eliminate ux , u • u• and u• y X y 
1 (u• cos Ot: +v) 
c 
or 
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tan 9 • 
Uslng the lnvarlant expression 
z 
- ( l: 11 ) • Const. 
i 
Eq. 8 
a ~ applied to the center of m ass seen from the laboratory s y•tem, and 
to the individual particles s een ln the laboratory •ystem 
Upon expansion and sim plification 
'1 • 
c 
{ M~ + M: + Z M1 M z. y 1 )1/Z. 
Ml + Mz 
T he velocity of the center of m ass i s 
Eq. 9 
Eq. 10 
T he general expre•sion fo-r the angle transformation i• given by 
tan 9 • --------....&.(_M__..t+_M_..L2.....,)_•_ln_G_• _______ --:-")l/Z • 
( Mf+ Mr Z M l M z 7 l ) l/1. cos Q.. ["-z_MI_KKKKKIK:I;I;KIO~* _KED1~g--_lIKKi~KKKK 
Eq. 11 
In the special eaee where M1• Mz this become• 
tan 8 • (" 
1 + J. j/Z ~ .. f I : 1 rz 1 Z coau· Z ;rr- Eq. 12 
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or 
sin 0* 
tan 0 • 
Eq . 13 
~ ... urther lf the velocity of the lncomlng particle ls larg .. the total energy , 
compared to the rest mass energy , is large 
Eq. 14 
and 
~1/w ., - 1 1 1 >:;' 1 7 Eq. 15 
Therefore for a very energetic lncomlng particle hitting a target of equal 
mass 
~ z M )1/Z tan 0 • J w 1 sln 0* cos 0* +1 
o~ 
tan-z Eq. to 
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APPENDIX D 
DYNAMICS OF NEUTRAL PI MESIC DECAY 
The relativistic dyn~mlcs of the decay of a neutral pl meson into 
two gamma rays 
may be eet forth on the basis oi the cmservaUon of total energy and 
the conservation of momentum. 
Deline the following quantities in the laboratory system of 
coordinate• 
0 
M • rest masa of the n meson ( in energy units) 
l{ 
0 
P • momentum of the n m eson ( in energy unlts) 
1{ 
0 
E • total energy of the n meson 
1( 
0 • rest mas a of 1 1 and 1 z 
P l' Pz • momenta of 7 1 and 1 z • respectively, ( in energy unite) 
E 1 • Ez • total eneray of 7 1 and 7 2 • respectively 
Q • angle between the llne of flight of 1 1 and 1 z 
7T 
Before decay After decay 
Figure B . Pi Mes ic Decay 
By conservation of total eneray 
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but b)l definition of total energy in Eq uatlon 6, Appendix B 
E • J ~1 1{ 2 + F 2 l{ 1{ 
E l D J 0 + Pf 
-
Pt 
E2 • J o + P2z • Pz 
and therefore the energy conservation becomes upon sub.dltution of the 
foregoing de£tnitions 
J.---M-"_z_+ __ P_l{ __ 2 
• F + P 1 z 
or m ore conveniently in term)! of the total energies of 1 1, 7 z j M :rt z. + p :rt z • E 1 + E z • Eq . 1 
By conservation of momentum before and after the decay and by use 
of the law of cosines 
+ 
or in terms of the total energies of 11 and 
P. a • Ez + Ez + l{ 1 2 
7z 
Combining Equations 1 and Z eo as to elim inate P 
" 
or 
sln _a_ 
z 
Eq . z 
Eq . 3 
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In the special case when the energies of the two gamma rays are 
equal 
E • Z E l • 2 Ez 
1( 
a nd therefore 
sln 8 
-· 2 Eq . 4 
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APPENDIX E 
CHAMBER GEOMETRY CALCULATIONS 
tn order to calculate the actual path length traversed by a particle 
incident to the cloud chamber used in the experiment , it ls nece•aary to 
obtain a relatlonahip between the analea seen ln the conical projection by 
the camera lenaea and the ortho;onal projection with respect to the 
cham her walls. 
Define the following quanUtle3 taking the orthogonal axes at the 
center of the chamber a• seen in llgure C on the following page 
x lT , Y lT , z lT • the orthogonal coordinates 
o£ the point , P 1 
x 1L , ylL • the conical projection coordinates 
on x , y reference plane of the point , 
P1 • aa seen from the left camera 
lena 
x 1R , ylR • the conical projection coordinates 
on x , y reference plane of the point, 
P 1 , as aeen from the right camera 
lena . 
A similar set at coordinate• , i . e ., xzT• YzT' zZT' etc. may be 
defined for the point , Pz • 
Zx0 • the distance between the axes of the right and left camera 
lenses 
•o • the distance to the camera lenses !rom the x , y reference 
... , ...... 
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L R 
Figure C. Chamber Geometry 
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xu .. + xlB )1'1 .. 
z Eq. 1 a 
~1 
zlT 
a 
zo Eq. 1 b 
xz 
-
"~1K + XZB 
z Eq. 2 a 
- Eq. 2 b 
Since the two lense• are at the &arne height. 
Y 1 • Y1L • YlR 
From the geometry by almllar triangle• the relevant expressions are 
•u. - xl:I 
-
•l:t 
xo + "tL zo Eq. 3 
XJT - 1ClR •t:t 
- -
"o - xlR •o Eq. 4 
"21, -x2T •aT 
-xo + "ZL •o Eq. 5 
"2T - x?F •aT 
• 
-
• 
"O - xzR •o Eq. 6 
Ellmlnatina x 0 from Equations 3 and 4 and by use of the deflnltlon 
of Equation 1 
Eq. 7 
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Similarly eliminating x 0 from Equations S and 6 and by use of 
definition of Equation Z 
x ZT • "z ( 1 - b.z) • Eq . 8 
S lrnUar relations may be developed for the y coordinates 
Eq. 9 
Eq. 10 
'I'he angle• measured on the fUm wlth reepect to a vertical are 
tan 8.1.. 
-
"z,y 
- X,x, 
vz - y 1 Eq. 11 
tan8R xzB -,R 
- Yz - Yt Eq. lZ 
The trigonometric function by which the vertical path length need 
be multiplied to get the actual path length t:raveraed b the sec QT y~here 
the angle between tho vertical in the chamber 
and the actual path. 
l + ( X2T- XJTf + ( Z zx- ZJ; 
( YZT • }\T ) z 
By aubstltution of Equations 7, 8 , 9, and 10 
z z .z r xz {1- b.., - , (1- ~>z +:r.o < b.z- b.l' 
z [Yz (1 -Az) - Y1 (1 -L\1)} Eq. 13 
l 
Special ease. For the ease of no a depth dltference 
and 
- 106 - . 
Upon su~stitutlng the relations given in Equations l a • Z a, 11 and 12 
2 [t . ]z sec 9 T • 1 + z- ( tan OL + tan ~F • 
General case. Equation 13 may be expanded and written 
z 
sec e ..... . 1 
.1 
( x2 ... x1 )2 - z ( x; - x1 )( x_z Az - x1 A~ 
+(xz Az-x,A,) fric Az- t::.,f 
If the expression 
( Az-!1) Yt 
YZ - Yt 
Eq. 14 
Eq. 15 
which is the case for small z depth differences • the denomlne.;tor of 
sec
2 9T may be expanded to the second order in l::. as follows 
1 
+ 
Retaining terms only to the ;<Second order upon substituting Equation 
16 in Equation 15 
_ 1( x3 - XJ) 
( Yz - Yt) 
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a ( xz -. x, ) 
( Yz - Yt ) 
< v2 ~z - y, ~ t> 
( Yz • Yt ) 
Eu~ ~ 2 • KJ q) 
( Yz - Yt) 
'"1) 
( Yz ~O - Yt LJ.) 
( Yz - Yl ) 
Eq. 17 
Ellminatlng x1T from Equations 3 and 4. and by uae of the definition 
of Equation 1 b 
• 
2 xo + XlL - "lR 
Eq. 18 
Eliminating x2T trom Equation 5 and 6 and by use. of the definition 
of Equation a b 
xi I. - "IB 6z • 
z •o + XzL - xzn 
":.1 .. - x2R ,.., 
-
• 
z •o Eq. 19 
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T herefore !rom Equatlorts 18 and 19 
1 
· -
by substitution of the deflnitton.t of Equations 11 and lZ 
1 
( tan Q L - tan 
C orrection terms may be approximated as 
X 
_x.liZI<IiB..._-_x...IJu;RL-.--) 
Ya .. Yt 
~ ) . 
Eq. zo 
"z b. 2. • "J b. I 
Yz - Y1 
( tan 8J... - tan G.R ) 
Eq. Zl 
Yz 6 ~ Ys 6 1 ~ Y 
Yz • Yt 2 x0 Eq. zz 
where 
X • 
and 
By aub5tituting Equatlone ZO • Zl and 22 in Equation 17 
• 
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z 1 z 
sec QT • 1 + 4 ( tan QL +tan ~ ) 
+ 
X 
- - ( tan 8r,. +tan ~{ ) ( tan GlL - tan (k ) 
Z "O 
~z z 
4 xl' ( tan QL - t a n GR ) 
+ =~l ( tan 0 L - tan \ )2 
+ ~ ( tan 8r_. + tan ~ )2 ( tan QL - tan 8a ) 
+ 
xy z 
., ( tan Q L + tan QR ) ( tan QL - tan QR ) 
4x"" 0 
3 y2 z 
- (taniL+taniR) (tanQL 
16 X Z 0 
If c orrections oi Equatlona Zl and ZZ are neglected, one has the uae-
ful appr oximatlon 
+ 
In order to correct for the expansion ratio, E , the forrr.ula must 
be m odified to 
sec2 8T • 1+ +( tan QL + tan ~ )z 
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APPENDIX F 
PRIMARY PARTICLE ENERGY CALCULATION 
The energy of the primary particle causing a nuclear interaction 
(16) 
may be calculated by a n1ethod developed by Castagnoli, et. al • The 
· method ia ba&ed on the following assumptions: (1) the angular distribution 
of the particles emitted from the interaction ls symmetric with respect to 
the equatorial plane, and (2) there is no correlation between the angle• , 
nor between the energies of emission, for the particles. 
Starting with the angle transformation equation as given in Appen-
dix C 
( 1 - cos2 g*)1/Z (cosO• + +) 
where the symbols have been identified in 
• Appendi: C, and the angles g and 9 are 
measured with respect to the line of flight 
of the p rimary particle. 
Eq. 1 
B y employing the absolute value signs so as to eliminate the alge-
braic sian ambiguity and by taking logarithms , the following result was 
obtained 
ln 7 
c 
+ln 
z *'1/2 ( 1 - cos g 
\cos g* ++I 
Takina the sum over n particles yielded 
Eq. Z 
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1 
n 
n 
L: 
i=l 
n 
+_!_2: 
n i= 1 
By making the substitutions 
1\. -
cos ., - Jli 
the equation became 
ln 1 
c 
n 
.... _!_Lln 
n l=l 
where it is assumed that 
By making the further identification 
Pi = tanh ~l 
1 
< 1 - ef t12 
I Pi + 1 I 
cosh; l 
The equation simplified to 
Eq. 3 
Eqns. 4 
Eq. 5 
Eq. 6 
Eqns. 7 
- lll-
n 
ln 7 = __!_L: ln I tan gi j 
c 
n i=l 
1 n 2: ~i n Eq . 8 i =1 
By going to a continuous variable, one could ask the probability 
cE~F d~ that the value of ~ fell in a given interval d~ , or one could 
ask the equivalent question of the probability f(p) df of finding a par-
tlcle track in df· Mathematically, 
= f(tanh ~>4 
coeh ~ 
Eq. 9 
Since the first assumption above conditioned the distribution of the par-
ticles as symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane, c{~F was as-
sumed to be an even function of - , and therefore , 
0.0 
= J ¢ F{P) d~ 
- oe 
Eq. 10 
= 0 
that i s 
n 
_!_:2: ~i = 0 
n i=l Eq. 11 
The fluctuation around the average value of zero may be calculated 
by the conventional method of the second moment. The variance , 
is given by 
00 
=I ~OK F( .. ) d .. Eq. lZ 
--
• 
- 113 ... 
The general relation for 7 c is therefore given by 
1 n 2=: 
i = l 
= n 
Hence the primary particle ~nergy is calculable. 
± -;:::::(f== 
J n Eq . 13 
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APPENDI X G 
MAXIMUM L IKELIHO OD CA L C ULAT IONS 
T he m e t hod of m aximum likelihood can be used for a distribut ion 
of ranges to the point of a nuclear interactlo11 when the gate length for 
observing such interactions is finite. This method is partlculady 
necessary when the gate length itt only slightly larger than the average 
range of a particle t o a point of nuelear interaction. 
Let the following definitions be set forth , 
P(x) • 
-
• 
Hence , 
P(O) 
-
l'l t {x ) 
N 0 (0.) 
the total numb•r ftl primary particle• at a 
distance , x , ln the chamber from the upper 
fiducial reference ol the chamber , ( i . e. , 
include those aoing through the lower fiducial 
reference of chamber without interacting) 
the number of primary particles at the upper 
fiducial reference such that their interaction 
will take place ln the gate length • L g 
the gate length ( i.e. , the distance between the 
upper and lower fiducial refeli'ences of the 
chamber ) 
the mean free path of the primary particles • 
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-
the total number of primary particles at 
the upper fiducial reference in the cham ber • 
• ~ ls o dellne 
• the number of primary parttclea not inter-
actlng in the gate length ( i.e. , those going 
through the lower llduclal re!erence with-
out interacting ). 
Assum e that the number of prlmary particles , dNt<'x) , in a distance, 
dx , ia proportional to the total number of primary particles , ~tExF , and 
t he dlatan.:e • dx • The conatant of proportionality wlll obvlot13ly turn out 
to be 1/L e , l . e ., the reciprocal of the mean free path. Specifically , 
Eq . 1 
Integrating Equation 1 
• Ce- x/L c 
Eq. z 
where 
C • constant of integration . 
Subatltutl."lg Equation Z in Equation 1 and dlvldlng by N 0 (0) • then 
d N 1(x) 
N 0 (0) 
- -
1 
Eq . 3 
The ratio ln Equation 3 represents the differential probability , d.P(x) , of 
obaervlng a primary particle within the gate lenatb, L 8 • .5lnce only that 
gate length la observed 
l S dP (x) • 1 
0 
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Therefore • 
1 f dP(><) 
0 
C ( - L /L 
• No(O) 1 - e g c) 
- 1 
The constant • C , may then be evaluated 
c • 
N0 (0) 
Substltutina Equation 5 ln Equation Z 
No(O) e- x/Lc Nt(x) • _...__ ....... __ _ 
1- e· Lg/Lc 
When x: 0 Equation 6 becomes 
or 
Eq •• 
Eq. 5 
Eq. 6 
Eq. 7 
Eq . 8 
Since by deflnltlon, the number of primary particle• not interactln1 
in the gate length u Nf • 
and by substitution ln Equation 6 
N
0
(0) e- La/Lc 
• Eq . 9 
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or 
Eq. 10 
Since the total number ol particles ls ccnaerved 
Eq. 11 
Substituting Equations 8 and 9 in Equation 11 
Eq . lZ 
When x • 0 • Equation 12 become• 
Eq. 13 
Hence . 
p (0) • 
1 
- Eq . 14 
or in terms of the original definition of P (x) 
Eq. lS 
whlch can also be seen directly !rom Equation 8 . 
ln the event that the gate length ls variable • Equatlon 14 • and hence 
Equation 8 must be modified to account for that variation. The differ-
ential probabtllty thus becomes 
Eq. 16 
F or an independent number o! interaction• obeying the foregoing 
probability relation . the probabllity of obtaining a particular eet of ex-
perimental data is proportional to the product of the differential prob-
abilities of Equation 16. 
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Define the likelihood funetion as the expression in the bracket on 
the right hand side of Equation 16. 
N 
L -n 1 -
Eq. 17 
The maximum likelihood procedure consists of Clnding t he parameter, 
Lc • whlch m aximizes the likelihood function, L • Because of the nature 
of the product, it ls more convenient to maximise ln L • T hat is , 
- 0 Eq. 18 
Carrying out the dlfferentiatlon one obtains 
Eq. 19 
In the ease o! eonatant gate length thla reduces to 
L 
-
__ L_;..,__ _ 
c -
e Lg/Lc 
+..1.. 
N 
Eq. 20 
- 1 
The graph for the foregoing relation is shown in F igure D on the following 
page. 
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Figure D . Maxi m um Likelihood Graph 
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The standard deviation , q , is given in terms of the second 
derivative of the likelihood function as follows 
= 
1 
- ---z 
t1' 
Hence carrying out the rlifferentiation one obtains 
In the case of constant gate length this reduces to 
_eL_s_f_L_c __ - -z ~l-1/w 
( eLg/Lc - 1) • 
Eq . Zl 
Eq. 2Z 
Eq. Z3 
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